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Falcon Seelster with Tom Harmer up is alone at the wire in the photo finish of the 1:58.3 record mile at Lewiston on a track listed as sloppy.

M AINE FANS TURN OUT FOR HIGH FLYING "FA LC O N "
They called it Falcon Seelster Day
and rightfully so. The crowd
assembled to see the son of Warm
Breeze perform and they were not to
be disappointed. The only un
cooperative thing was the weather,
as snow and rain prevailed on
Saturday night to label the track
“ sloppy” on Sunday. In spite of the

conditions
the
Falcon
logged
quarters of 29.3-58.1-128.4 for a new
track record of 1:58.3 a tick better
than Most Happy Rod’s quick mile
last year. Under a professional drive
by the capable Tom Harmer, the
world champion pacer who was
recently syndicated for $5+ million,
won the $10,000 Invitational by fif

teen lengths. Barred from betting
the stallion was followed to the wire
by Classic Cover. Fauxmont Yoga
and Trusty Wise Guy.
The Charles Day Ciara Stable
combo pulled off a memorable day
at Lewiston Raceway, as the new
record mile was followed by a new
record handle of $208,751., em

phasizing once again the support
Maine people provide in ap
preciation for quality racing.
The fall meet at Lewiston
Raceway will continue on Wed
nesday, Friday, Saturday evenings
and Sunday afternoons through
closing day, Decem ber 8th.

IM PORTANT DATES AND UPCOM ING EVENTS
Nov. 21 — Maine Harness Racing Commission meets in Augusta concerning dates.

Dec. 1 — Stallion registration for Mass. Sire Stakes due-$200.

Nov. 22 — Drug testing of drivers begins in Maine at Lewiston Raceway.

Dec. 2 — Pine Tree Sale at Lewiston Raceway Equipment sells before and after.

Nov. 24 - Fall Classic $10,000. Invitational Pace - Lewiston Raceway.

Dec. 4 — Deadline for application for M.H.H.A. director candidates.

Nov. 28 — Foxboro Raceway dark for Thanksgiving Day then resumes regular
schedule.
Nov. 29 - Breeder’s Crown at Garden State Park featuring Nihilator will be
simulcast at Foxboro Raceway.

Dec. g — Mass. Breeders and Owners banquet at Foxboro Raceway-make
reservations immediately.
Dec. 14 - Old Glory Mixed Winter Sale - Yonkers Raceway.

******************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . » * * * * * * * * * * *

Reserve advertising space for Christmas issue immediately ... Call Editor - 207-282-9295 (color available)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

R a te s on P a g e 2 th is issue. A v o id lo st m in u te p re p a r a tio n !

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

I

Honest Ernest “ The Friendly Farrier”
Dresses For The Occasion!
; i'
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PINE TREE SALE
Bill Mosher, Auctioneer

December 2nd — Lewiston Raceway
Equipment Sells At 9:00 A.M.
Sale At 10:00 A.M.
Plus Equipment After
General Manager, Clayton Smith
Piesident, Harold Ralph
Tel. 207-846-5649

S e rv in g the S ta nd ard bred S p o rt in N e w England

STANDARDBRED HORSESHOEING

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS

Investment Opportunity

A d v e rtis in g R a te s
SPECS.

SIZE
Full
Half Page
Quarter Page
Eighth Page
Sixteenth Page

(13"xl0")
(6!?"xl0")
fx5")
'*5")

(IV,"x5")

Wanted: Investors to participate in Yearling shares for Breeders Stakes
racing. Professional management with experienced personnel. This is
+$50.00
your
opportunity to get into the sport of harness racing, with the
+$30.00
+$20.00 advantage of a broad-based operation for a small initial investment.
+$10.00
Write: Editor — Northeast Harness News
+$5.00

(WHEN AVAILAB LE)
COLOR

BLACK & WHITE
$ 200.00
$

CALL: 207-282-3131

100.00

$S0.00
$25.00
$13.75

Jean Emerson, Editor Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072 Tel. 207-282-9295

Boom Rd. Saco, Me. 04072 c/o Venture I Enterprises

Letters To The Editor

The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean B.
Emerson at R.R. 4 Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Me. 04005. Application to mail at second
dass rates pending at Biddeford, Me. 04005. Postmaster send address changes to
Northeast Harness News RFD #3 Box 359 Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072.

Change Of Address Form
)Your N am e:.

Date:

Letter to the Editor:
ask them to grant Scarborough
Attention Horsemen & Women: Downs the dates they want for 1986.
There is power in numbers. Do you Address to:
want a chance to race your horses State House Station 28
more often, especially in the Fall?
Augusta, Maine 04333
If so, please write to the Maine
Signed: Ruth V. King
Harness Racing Commission and
Dresden, Me.

Nevele Pilot

Cead Mile Failte Farm regretfully
announces the passing of their
premier pacing stallion, Nevele
Zip:
City:_______
State:
Pilot, on Nov. 5, 1985. Nevele’s in
fluence on the Maine Sire Stakes
New Address:
program has been immeasurable for
the past five years. His two and
Zipj_
State:
City:
three year olds have played an
important part in this juvenile
Please notify of a change immediately as third class mail is not forwarded. program; starting with Unstable
Sean p.2, 2:06h- 3,2:03 - following
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
with Gaelic Blazon p.2, 2:05.4 - 3,2:03
and Gaelic Admiral p.2, 2:03.1 ‘-j ,2:01.2h plus the 1985 two year olds
I
Old Address:

It’s Subscription Time....
Don’t Miss A Single Issue!

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency
initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis.
Save Over Single Copy Issue!
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News

$10.00 per year
New

Renew

.Print Mailing Address

CHECK NUMBER:
NAME:.

___ CHECK DATE:

ADDRESS:.
ZIP:
^

Return to jjfean Jhnersoi^ E<htorJJoom_Rd.^Saco.Jde - 04072

Gaelic Nevele and Gaelic Vamp.
Nevele Pilot sired many tough
race horses that are still competing
successfully on the track. Much of
his success as a stallion came from
his maternal family. His dam,
Maxine’s Dream p. 1:59 also
produced Laughing Girl, the dam of
Most Happy Fella and Babysitter,
the dam of Escort, the first
Meadowlands Pace winner. He will
be sorely missed by all at Cead Mile
Failte Farm and broodmare owners
in New England.
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You’ll be “Furious” if you don’t get in on the first crop of.....

FLEET FUR 1

In a ca reer ham pered b y in ju ry , this handsome
g ra y stallion was regu la rly raced and con sis tan tty tim ed in the 1 :5 9 -2 :0 2 range.
F leet F u ry is b y Sm og p. 1 :58.2b . a son o f
M eadow Shipper, with 3 7 tw o m inute p er
form ers and 8 tw o m inute tw o y e a r olds. His
dam, F leet Donut p. 2 :0 0 .3 who is b y Good
Time9 has produced fou r $ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 .+ m on ey
winners.
He is standing his first season at stud at the
Dupuis Farm , Buxton R d., Saco9 Maine b y
ow n er R ob ert B. Shum n a y fo r an in trod u ctory
fee o f $500,

For further information contact: Lynn Marie Smith.
Farm Manager
Tel. 207-2B4-4726

p. 2:00.4
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The Maine Circuit
Classic Cover, B.B.’s High Note, Dude
Goodblood and Warren Strout hauled
down the top Al-Var honors during the
Month of October.
Classic Cover was Al-Var Pacer of the
Month. He was the only pacer to have
three winning trips with speed ratings
over 100. The four-year-old son of Cloud
Cover had ratings of 116, 107 and 106.
Owned by Leonard Wilson of Woods
tock; N.B., Classic Cover won three of
four races at Lewiston in October, wind
ing up with two straight wins in the week
ly preferred paces, warren Strout is the
trainer. David Ingraham did the driving.
Pacers having two winning trips with
speed ratings of 100 or higher were
French Major, 112 and 110; Skipper
Speed, 116 and 106; Mari Rich, 109 and
.105; Nina’s Girl. 104 and 101: Crane Hill
•Jamy, 104 and 100; Trusty Wise Guy, 103
and 100.
B.B.’s High Note was Al-Var Trotter of
the Month off two winning trips with
speed ratings over 80. Bradley Pond Julie
also had two winning trips with ratings
over 80, but not as high as those of B.B s
High Note.
A six-year-old daughter of Texas,
B.B.’s High Note had ratings of 94 and 84.
Bradley Pond’s Julie had marks of 86 and
84.
Following are the pacers that posted
Al-Var speed ratings of 100 or higher, for
a winning trip, during October:
The Superstars
Broadway Premier,P.Blood
124
My Bill Forwood, D.Ingraham
117
Skipper Speed, D.Ingraham
116
Classic Cover, L.Fitch
116
T.C. Kash, B.Burns
114
French Major, W.Case Jr.
112
Time Captain, F.Parker
112
Majority Vote, F.Lockwood III
111
Our Burner D.Watson
111
Pacealong Bert, J.Nason
110
French Major, W.Strout
110
The Stars
Mannart Overdrive, D.Richards
109
Mari Rich, R.Mallar
109
Scarlatti, E.Gilman
109
Gaelic Admiral. D.Goodblood
108
Escape By Day, R. Mallar
108
Il Superbo, P.Brescani
108
Classic Cover, D.Dickison
107
Skipper Speed, D.Ingraham
106
Classic Cover, D.Dickison
106
Mari Rich, R.Mallar
105
Impeach, S.Bard
105
Cloverleaf Tony, B.Pike
104
Motor Liner, L.Fitch
104
Arlen Hanover, L.Fitch
104
Crane Hill Jamy, R.Bartlett
104
Nina’s Girl, R.Truitt
104
Trusty Wfse Guy ;D?Gdodblddd.........103

By LEE ALLEN

Harmer & Falcon Eye Maine Record

B.B.’s High Note is owned by Paul and
It’s the hunting season in Maine area tracks saw his career
Bonnie Battis of Dover, N.H. Paul is the
and
though it may seem unusual, a catapulted into national recognition
trainer-driver.
Michigan
man is coming to the Pine last season with Long Fella. Long
Dude Goodblood was Al-Var Driver of
Tree
State
November 17th gunning Fella, who incidently is owned by
the Month. He had an exceptional month,
Lewiston’s Charlie Day as is Falcon,
for a new record.
driving pacers to 100-plus speed ratings
eight times. Leigh Fitch was runnerup
He won’t be armed like the typical raced at over sixteen tracks in 1984.
Now nationally known, Harmer
with six drives in magic figures. Dave In nimrod, he’ll bring a Falcon with
graham and Roland Mallar had four mag him. The man is Tommy Harmer proved what the Chicago fans knew
ic-figure drives each.
and the Falcon is three year old all along. Harmer first got into the
Warren Strout was Al-Var Trainer of
100-win column in 1973, his sixth
the Month. He had horses in magic fig Falcon Seelster, world champion
year
of driving, with 122. Last year
pacer.
The
pair
will
be
shooting
for
a
ures five times. J.D. Salley was runnerup
new Maine pacing record at was his first one million plus season,
with three.
earning $1.5 million.
The top individual performance for a Lewiston Raceway.
pacer was turned in by Broadway Pre
Harmer, who accumulated over
Harmer, a thirty-five year old
mier in winning an invitational at Frye
reinsman from Michigan, etched his 2,000 wins and $7.5 million through
burg in 2:01. He earned an Al-Var speed
name into the annals of har- last season, says he likes to
rating of 124 for that effort. Trainer Peter
nessdom in September at Delware race...“ on the front end if at all
Blood drove. The next best performance 1 Ohio, as the Falcon reeled off a possible.”
was a 117 Al-Var speed rating by My Bill
This high-soaring Falcon makes it
Forwood, who since has gone to New record smashing 1:51. Harmer who
basically campaigns at the Chicago possible!
by BOB LOWELL
York.
The top performances by trotters were
turned in by B.B.’s High Note and Han
bro’s Faith. Each had speed ratings of 94.
Mari Rich, the promising three-yearby Anthony J. Aliberti
old colt that was in the running for Al-Var
Pacer of the Month, broke a none in his
Lewiston Raceway traditionally to B.B.’s HighNote while Classic
foot and will be out of racing for several
hosts its most successful meets in Cover has twice upset French Major
months.
the spring, with Overcoat meet in the Invitational Pace. My Bill
Icemaker, J. La Chance
103 numbers substantially lower. Last Forwood made his only stop a
Big Bad Boy, R.Sumner
102 year was the first sustained fall winning one and fourteen year old
Heasan, D.Watson
102
meet with a mutuel average above Maine star, Tearaway Chip, plays
Chrissy Attraction, G.Kilgore Jr.
101
$100,000. This year after a month out the string.
Missile Bret, W.Childs
101
Among the drivers Dude Good
Lewiston Raceway boasts a $130,000
Cambro Time, W.Ellithorpe Jr.
101
Dominick. G.Corey
101
average, fully 30% above its best fall blood holds a narrow dash lead over
Sheryl’s Number, D.Goodblood
101 numbers.
Leigh Fitch, in fact those two plus
Ninass Girl, R.Truitt
101
David Ingraham are battling for
Halfway
through
the
meet
News Image, D.Goodblood
101
the state dash title.
Lewiston
Raceway
has
hosted
the
Trusty Wise Guy, D.Goodlbood
100
In the racing office Clayt Smith *
Tannie Jean, R.Mallar
100 Maine Stakes Finals and the New
Hardwood Bret, R.Bickmore
100 England Sulky Championship, yet to writes his last batch of condition
Jill C.. D.Goodblood
100 come are the appearance of Falcon sheets while the Maine Harness
Canadian Rebeck, L.Fitch
100 Seelster, a Three Year Old In Horseman’s Association begins its
Surprise Rhythm, D.Goodblood
100 vitational and a $10,000 Final Substance Abuse Testing program.
Crane Hill Jamy, R.Bartlett
100
This Lewiston overcoat meet is
Irie Girl. W.Whittemore
100 Feature. There is no doubt Lewiston

Lewiston Summary

Following are the trotters that posted
Al-Var speed ratings of 80 or higher, for a
winning trip, during October:
The Superstars
Hanbro’s Faith, L.Fitch
94
B.B.’s High Note, P.Battis
94
Tone Hanover, R.Bickmore
SI
Candy man Speed, L.Fitch
90
The Stars
Bradley Pond Julie, D.Richards
86
B.B.’s High Note, P.Battis
84
Bradley Pond Julie, D.Richards
84
Mel Brewer, D.T.Sumner
, , , . . . . . 81
Fdrt MCHenry, M.Ghllhht
\
81

Raceway is enjoying its best year marked by records and top per
formers and will close out a record
ever.
On the track the top trot has fallen 1985 for Maine harness racing.

NEW ENGLAND SULKY
• Jog Carts • Sulkies • Refinishing • Repairs
Complete Line Of Horse Supplies & Wheel Repair

Contact: Brad or Rose Alexander
2 Memorial Ave., Lewiston, Me. 04240
" ’ ...... — ------ Tel. 207-782-3054---------------------
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PINE TREE SALE RESULTS
October 28th Lewiston Raceway
J

HORSE
V
Marshmello
Somerset Auction
Silent Partner
Pete Gilman
Char Lou’s
Lorna Letourneau
Claudius Lobell
Somerset Auction
Mohawk Knight
Ronnie Pate
Pupsland
Mischiego
Ken Sumner
Mistryst
Donald Graham
Mountain Greenery
Merle Mosher
ENT
Ronald Douglas
Idlewood Sis
Alton Henderson
K's New Hope
Stanley Dolsen
Miracles Fella
John Friel
Prosperity
Pete Gilman
Honey’s Banker
L. Cummings
Starr’s Filly
T. Vanidestine
Arapa’s Hart
T. Vanidestine
Skihassirad
R. Fenno
Ricard’s Birthday
Pete Gilman
Election’s Daisy
Somerset Auction
Unnamed Yearling
Stanley Bubier
Wicked Good
Stanley Bubier
Checkmate Pete
Somerset Auction
Blythe Image
M. Boutilier
Mountain Reporter
J. Friel
I’m A Super Smoke
K. Daigle
K.K.’s Verdict
S. Dobsen
Mountain Lair
J. Gagnon
Sir Murphy
J. Gagnon
Contessa April
F. Smith
Trusty Bilbo
D. Ellis Jr.
Unnamed Weanling
M. Gallant
M & M’s Magic
R. Goodblood Jr.
M & M’s Image
Pete Gilman
Wire
M. Mosher
Race Me Hotdog
R. Pate
Kawartha Spike
H. Ashley
Hollyhock Falcon
R. Pate
Wilbea Tuff Baron
S. Bard
K.C. Quick Time
R. Pate
Skyhawk Hanover
R. Loubier
Lucky Knight Seven
R. Pate
Long Hill Joe
R. Bickmore

SIRE & DAM
Bettor’s Choice-Sunny Brook Sookie

PRICE
$100

Fine Time-Dear Wick

$115

Golden Playboy-Leta’s Joy

$155

Nero-Chappaqua Hanover

$110

Mamie’s Knight-Rolling Mindy

$75

Skipper Glea-Fulla Time
Stephen O.-Elaine T.

$350
$375

Keystone Tryst-Demon’s Angel

$600

O’Brien Hanover-Sugar Hill Melody

$100

Most Happy Fella-Grateful Jaclyn

$105

Model Henry T.-Ann Farvel

$450

Chic T. Lynn K-Newtown Abbe

$255

Most Happy Fella-Miracle Glow

$125

Meadow Skipper-Senatress Royal

$85

Scotch Banker-Orapuni

$1350

Bret Hart-Donnlee Knight

$275

Bret Hart-Arapuni

$950

Sundance Skipper-Keystone Nymph

$950

Election Day-Windswept Girl

$100

Election Day-Windswept Girl

$70

Best Jeffrey-Wicklow Nan

$700

Best Jeffrey-Wicklow Nan

$500

Bret’s Boy-Race Me Rainbow

$85

Striking Image-Active Desi

$725

Mountain Skipper-Mountain Air

$450

Lord Vicar-Free As A Breeze

$175

Whata Baron-Sitara Hanover

$1150

Aladdin Hill-Lady Keywood

$850

Sir Marvin-Cuddles Murr

$625

Romeo Hanover-April Rain

$150

Trusty Dream-Flying Minnie K.

$500

Trusty Dream-Narragansett

$500

Mastermind-Flying Minnie K.
(Mastermind-Ardina Sterling

$1350
$80

Pride Hanover-River Road Ebalene

$150

Bret’s Boy-Thorpe’s Dream

$100

Hustling Time-Tarsie Hanover

$825

Mountain Cray-White Jade

$120

Whata Baron-Rockville Brook

$500

Grace Time-Virginia Quick

$185

Steady Star-Some Trick

$385

Mamie’s Knight-Rolling Amy

$135

Isle of Wight-Frisky’s Best

$375

’ ."V t
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Long Hill Bill
W. Haynes
Gallery Star
J. Rodden
A.V.’s Sing Song
Somerset Auction
Best And Co.
R. Mallar
Missey’s Gambler
C. Blackwood
Two Keys Rocky
W. Henderson
Two Keys Pep C.
Somerset Auction
Gaelic Brio
P. Branagan
Betsy Collins
C. Smith
Gaelic Avenger
C. Merrill Jr.
Derb
G. Turner
Crystal Rum
Somerset Auction
Pop Up Champ
M. Gallant
Ticket Home
D. Wentworth
Royal Dividend
P. Gerry
Nebulous
J. Durfee
Straffan
R. Chaffee
Adios Jauger
R. Hafford
Greene Express
A.J. Holts
„ Young Swartz
Somerset Auction
Jessica Marvel
Pete Gilman
Windarra Park
V. Holbrook
Star Reflection
M. Mosher
Bonnie Ken
R. Nadeau
Brian Foy
C. LeClerc
Economy Class
C. Hemphill
J.G. Butler
E. Gilman
Riv Lea Strike Mi
R. Giggie
Rich Cloud
D. Foster
Brides Joey
B. Gray
Daytona’s Terri
P. Gilman
Covet Kash
C. Hemphill
Hazy
A.J. Holts
Oregon Dream
B. Burdick
Juan So Pure
F. Bickford
Pompous Bob
C. Hemphill
Little Duchess
K. Lantz
Gaelic Tortalla
D. Munn
Bret’s Star
S. Bard
Striking Image
Jill Parker
Sacharase
J. Lynch
Yankee Scrapper
R. Fenno
C.B. Coleman
H. Ralph

(Horses not Bsted were out)

r : r-

k

P

l

Isle of Wight-Shadydale Aerian

$525

Peanut Gallery-B.B. Dolly

$500

Songman-Happy Barbara

$100

Bye Bye Best-Gayaire

$850

Dean Gamble-Miss Close Call

$1500

Ammo Hanover-Norma’s Star

$95

Ammo Hanover-Norma’s Star

$115

Nevele Pilot-Betty Byrd

$600

Jolly Roger-Lorie Knight

$135

Bret Hart-Amy Lobell

$625

Old Frazier-Tarr’s Flirt

$160

Rum Customer-Baby Mine

$150

Bret’s Champ-Pop Tart

$400

Egyptian Dancer-Rusty Dazzle

$175

Noble Victory-Extra Dividend

$1050

G.T. Skipper-Shadydale Amity

$265

Precious Fella-Loma Lulu

$125

Adios Boy-Meadow Sarah

$125

Latham-Wicklow Nan

$225

Nevele Holiday-Shannette

$100

Cicero-Paula Marvel

$90

Meadow Vance-Chelsea Maid

$95

Steady Star-Painted Image

$100

Bonney’s Chuck-Bea’s Doll

$450

Bramble Hal-Varsity Reviere

$370

Strike Out-Flying Class

$110

Butler’s Dream-Parading Jezebel

$500

Olympic Strike-Mia Giles

$400

Gold Cloud-Petite City

$400

Dark Wave-Brides Byrd

$125

Frosty Dale-Rosalinds Dream
Cory-Village Song

$75
$105

Gray Rodney-Silver’s Diane

$75

Oregon-Sumac

$95

Super Juan-Oso Pure

$90

Pomp-Robby Dee Hunter

$105

Galahad-Queenie Page

$240

Ammo Hanover-Tourterelle

$215

Two year old filly

$450

Two year old colt

$1000

Skipper Knox-Lilley Gray
Big Albie-Miller’s Miss
Coleman-Spudometer

$375
$1250
$100
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Chapter 5, Section 18: D R IV E R TESTING will begin in Maine on November 22nd. Following are rules and regulations of conduct:
(A) No driver, on any day in which
that driver is scheduled to drive, or
is substituted as a driver, or is in the
paddock area in any other capacity,
shall use any Scheduled Drug as set
forth and defined in M.R.S.A., Title
17-A (Maine Criminal Code). Nor
shall any driver have in his system
at that time any traces of any
Scheduled Drug unless the sub
stance was obtained directly or
pursuant to a valid prescription or
order from a licensed physician who
prescribed or ordered the use of
such substance while acting in the
course of his professional practice.
It shall be the responsibility of the
driver to give prior notice to the
State Steward on an official form
that he is using a Scheduled Drug or
prescription drug pursuant to a valid
presclption or order from a licensed
practitioner. It shall be the
responsibility of the driver to assure
that the prescriber of the medication
or controlled substance is, in fact,
licensed and authorized to do the
same, and to insure that the sub
stance is obtained in the proper
course of the licensee’s authority.
(B) Every driver for any race at
any licensed racetrack may be
subjected to a urine test or other
non-invasive fluid test at any time,
pre-race or post-race, at the
direction of the State Steward in a
manner set forth by the Maine State
Harness Racing Commission. Any
driver who falls to submit to such a
test when requested to do so by the
State Steward shall be subject to the
provisions
of
Selection
(I),
hereinafter set forth.
(C) On each and every race date a
driver to be tested may be selected
at each track conducting a race
meet that day by a random selection
method. Such method of selection
may be changed from time to time
provided the method utilized con
forms to fairness. It shall not be an
indication of lack of fairness if any
driver is selected more frequently
than others, provided there is no
manipulating of the selection
process other than changes in the
method. If the selection method is

changed such fact shall be posted in
the Race Secretary’s office 24 hours
in advance of implementing the
change.
(D) In addition to the random
selection in paragraph (C) for good
and appropriate cause additional
drivers may be selected for testing
by the Presiding Judge. Such test is
to be performed in the same manner
as those of the drivers selected at
random.
(E ) Any driver selected at random
or by the direction of the Presiding
Judge who is requested to submit to
a urine test shall, without undue
delay, in the presence of, or under
the supervision of a representative
of the Commission, provide the urine
sample in a container supplied by
the Commission. Upon compliance
with this provision and with ap
propriate signatures affixed the
sample is to remain in the control of
the Commission and its authorized
agents in a manner that shall protect
the integrity of the sample and test
results thereof.
(F )
The sample taxen
as
hereinbefore set forth shall im
mediately be sealed and tagged on
the form provided by the Com
mission and the evidence of such
sealing shall be indicated by the
signature of the tested driver. The
portion of the form which is provided
to the laboratory for analysis shall
not identify the individual driver by
name. It shall be the obligation of
the driver to cooperate fully with the
agent of the Commission in ob
taining any sample which may be
required and to witness the securing
of such sample.
(G) A “ positive” Scheduled Drug
or prescription drug result shall be
reported in writing to the Executive
Director of the Maine State Harness
Racing Commission or his designee.
On receiving written notice from the
testing laboratory that a specimen
has been found “ positive” for
Scheduled Drug or prescription
legend drug, the Executive Director
or ins designee shall proceed as
follows:

1. He shall, as quickly as possible, results,
reports,
information
notify the driver involved, in writing received, maintained or developed
and procedures and personnel in
by certified mail return receipt;
2. For a driver’s first violation, he volved shall be confidential and
shall issue a written reprimand and shall have no evidentiary value in
warning
including
notification any proceedings other than for their
therein to the driver that the driver use with respect to a ruling issued
will be subject to mandatory drug pursuant to this rule or any ad
testing and that any further ministrative or judicial hearing with
violation shall result in application regard to such a ruling, nor shall
of appropriate provisions of Section they be available for discovery,
(I) herein. Such additional drug court subpoena, nor be introduced
testing shall be under such con into
evidence
in
any
court
ditions as protect the integrity of the proceedings, criminal or civil.'
process and shall be at the expense Access to the reports of any
of the driver. Until such retesting as “ positive” results shall be limited to
above achieves a “ negative” result the Commissioners of the Maine
the driver shall not participate as a State Harness Racing Commission,
the Executive Director and /or his
driver at any harness race meet;
3. For a driver’s second violation, designee and the subject driver,
in addition to the retesting as set except in the instance of a contested
forth in sub-section 2, he shall matter.
The consequences of a
require the driver to enroll in a (I)
Substance
Abuse
Treatment violation of the above or failure to
Program approved by the Maine cooperate on the part of any driver,
State Harness Racing Commission in addition to any consequences set
upon such reasonable terms and forth above, shall be as follows:
1. Second Offense: Suspension of
conditions as the Executive Director
the
driver’s license issued by the
may require. After the retesting
achieves a negative result, the Maine State Harness Racing
driver may be permitted to par Commission for six (6) months;
ticipate unless his continued par 2. Third Offense: Mandatory
ticipation shall be deemed by the suspension of the driver’s license
by the Maine State Harness
Executive Director or his designee issued
Racing
Commission for one (1)
to be detrimental to the best in
No reapplication shall be
terests of racing. It shall be the year.
permitted until the applicant pays
driver’s responsibility to provide the for,
and submits to, two (2) urine
Commission with written notice of samples
30-days apart which both
his enrollment, weekly status fail to show
traces of any Scheduled
reports and written notice that he Drug not properly
prescribed by a
has successfully completed the licensed physician. All such samples
program and has been discharged. shall be obtained and testing process
If a driver fails to comply with these shall be under conditions properly
requirements he shall be liable to controlled to guarantee the complete
the provisions of Section (1);
integrity of the process;
4. For a driver's tmra or suu3. Any driver refusing to submit to
sequent violation, he shall be subject a test as called for above shall not be
to the provisions of Section (I) and permitted to drive on any harness
may enroll in a Substance Abuse
Treatment Program in lieu of those track in Maine until he or she sub
provisions only with the approval of mits to such test and the result of
such testing has been reported to the
the Commission.
(H)
Except for the name of theExecutive Director. In the event a
driver with the positive test results “ positive” result is reported the
and the report of any disciplinary appropriate consequences shall be
action taken under this section all applied. .

M.H.H.A. News
There will be no nominations for Association have voting rights,
directors at the annual meeting. Any
The three directors whose terms
active member who wishes to be a expire in 1986 are: Dana Chllds,
candidate for a director can do so by Glenn Deletetsky and William
sumitting his or her name and Edwards. They can request to be a
request to have his or her name candidate for a second term as well
placed on the ballot for the office of as any active member,
director of M.H.H.A. for a three year
The directors will be elected by
term to the office, in care of the ballots and the ballot will be enExecutive Secretary by registered closed in the December Newsletter,
letter, return receipt requested, The ballots can be returned by mail,
mailed at least forty-five (45) days There will also be voting at the
before the annual meeting.
The meeting for thirty minutes prior to
letter
must be received
by the meeting for those who wish to
December 4, 1985 for the candidate vote at that time. The ballots will be
to be eligible to be placed on the counted at the meeting and the three
ballot.
directors elected announced. The
In accordance with the by-laws, officers for the year will be voted on
only active members of the at the annual meeting from the
Association can serve as directors, directors as previously done.
An active member of the Association The 1986 annual meeting will be
is an owner or breeder that has held on January 18, at the Augusta
eligibility papers on a horse Civic Center.
currently racing or had
theAny active member who wishes
to
preceding year or registered a horse be a candidate for director for 1986
with the USTA the current year, should mail a registered letter to be
Drivers and Trainers holding USTA placed on the ballot to:
or state licenses are also active
Kenneth Ronco
members
of
the
Association.
Ex. Secretary
Members that do not fall in these
M.H.H.A.
categories are associate members.
P.O. Box 3093
Only active members o f ' the
- LeWfston, Maine Q4240
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NORTON FARM
Welcomes
The Well-Bred Trotter

By BOB LOWELL

The Billings Classic, a trotting
series for amateur drivers, hopes to
expand its schedule for the 1986
racing season. This year the classic
had both a Spring Series and a Fall
Series.
The administrator for the series,
Paul E. Spears, who is the executive
vice president at Hanover Shoe
Farms, told the Northeast Harness
News recently that they hope to
“ attract more tracks.” Spears cited
the series as allowing owners to be
able to actually participate in races
themselves.
One of this years participants,
Roger Huston, the veteran track
announcer at The Meadows in
Pittsburgh says, “ A driver needs at
least three starts in the series to be
eligible for the final.” Huston, who
was not in the Spring Series, says
that - “ The Fall Series was awful
rough; I had a $4,000 claimer.”
Huston’s
observation
proved
correct with forty-four year old New
Jersey owner Malvern C. Burroughs
winning the final at Lexington in
1:59 2/5 with Fickle Yankee. Incidently, earlier in the summer
Burroughs established a world
record for aged mares on a fiveeights track at Freestate Raceway
with a 1:57 4/5 effort.

Track Topics

While Burroughs won the final at
Lexington, Spears was the overall
point leader and both will be
recognized
for
their
ac
complishments. Spears captured
both honors in the Spring Series.
Spears says that he is hopeful that
tne classic could become an in
ternational series in the future, with
even the possibility of it becoming
an Olympic event.
The series races for $5,000 an
event, with a $10,000 semi-final at
The Meadowlands and a $10,000 final
at Goshen in the Spring Series and
the final at Lexington in the fall with
a $10,000 purse. Pairadice Angel
handled by Tom Crosby finished
second in the final and Hermit the
Frog was third.
An amateur driver is described as
one who has never accepted any
valuable consideration by way of, or
in lieu of, compensation for his
services as a trainer or driver
during the past ten years. Drivers
themselves are nominated, but the
horses they drive must also meet
specified
requirements.
Any
amateur driver wishing to par
ticipate should contact Paul Spears
or The Hambletonian Society at Box
554, Lexington, Kentucky.

HARNES

KAWARTHA
T
BARR

(Super Bowl 1:56.2

—

there
are
adequate testing
procedures to assure that onlycertain substances in certain
quantities are administered. There
are always more drugs than means
of detection, and always a few
people around who are willing to
take any shot in order to get an edge.
“ There are 23 racing jurisdictions
in this country which permit some
form of race-day medication, and
there is little uniformity in either
rules, quality of testing programs,
or enforcement of restrictions of
medication usage. Like so many
things in racing, this is a function of
parochialism, weak or disinterested
racing commissions, lack of fun
ding-in short, a failure of leadership
on a national scale” .
Thirteen years ago, in Chicago, a
harness
racing
spokesman
suggested
to
the
American
Association of Equine Practitioners
that it was the logical instrument of
leadership in solving the medication
problem. Hardly anyone else in the
business is qualified. Race track
operators and managers are not,
judges and stewards are not, and
racing commissioners unfortunately
are not -either: * Horsemen have
leaped into the gap and pressured

2:08.2 )

Who Will Be Standing At Stud In 1986
For An Introductory Fee Of $500.
This Outstanding Stallion will cross extremely well
with Kimberly Kid, Speedster, Hoot Mon, Scotland,
Rodney, Dean Hanover, Florican families.
He is a full brother to Barroom Brawler 2:03. His
Grand Dam, Princess Shannon, has one in 1:59, one
in 1:59.4, one in 2:01.2. The third Dam, Queen
M artha, has four in 2:00.
This is an opportunity to upgrade trotting stock!

N O R TO N F A R M
613 Blackstrap Rd.
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Tel. 207-797-4418
RACKS
OF A M E R IC A , IN C.
’

Like virus in colts, the issue of
race-day medication and medication
in general has returned to haunt us,
as everyone knew it would.
Harness racing publications do not
soil their hands much with this
subject, but the Magazines of the
runners grab hold with guts and
gusto. Recently Timothy Capps,
editor of The Thoroughbred Record,
spoke up on etorphine and fentanyl
(Sublimaze) and other similar
substances, saying:
...“ these drugs are garbage,
dangerous to horses, jockeys, and
bettors. We applaud any efforts, in
Kentucky or elsewhere, to find ways
of detecting their use but cannot help
returning to the thought that the
allowance
of
any
race-day
medication is the opening of a
Pandora’s Box from which drug
abuse begins. This is the traditional
view, and one that has to be stated
with the acknowledgement that the
days of ‘hay, oats and water’ , which
never really existed, are gone
forever.
“ What we have in the place of that
hypocrisy, however, is another form
of hypocrisy, one which hides behind
the concept that certain race-day
medications are okay, provided that

Phyllis Lobell

thru medication rules, which makes
about as much sense as having
motorists make up their own traffic
rules as they drive along from state
to state.
The veterinarians,
the
one
segment of the industry qualified to
lead on this issue, have taken a
passive or divided role at best, and
little of candor has been heard from
them. Until last month. Then, from
one of the most respected of their
ranks, Dr. Manuel A. Gilman, for
mer vet for the New York Racing
Association, now with The Jockey
Club,
came these sage
and
straightforward observations:
...So far no person has been able to
write a drug rule palatable to all
groups involved in our business.
Every group reacts to this drug
problem according to how it affects
them personally rather than how it
affects the business as a whole. As a
result, most groups favor per
missive medication. Racing Com
missions like it because they have
fewer drug cases to handle.
Stewards like it for the same reason.
Many horsemen favor such a rule
because they think they need help
getting their horses to run better.
Veterinarians favor such a rule

Stanley

F - Bergstein

Executive Vice President

because it increases their income.
The problem, however, is not so
complicated. In its simplest form we
must ask ourselves two questions.
Do we want horses to compete with
drugs in their systems or do we want
horses to run on even terms?...The
betting public is in a dilemma when
it comes to handicapping horses
running for the first time on drugs or
for that matter running for the first
time without drugs. We must make
it easier for the bettors to make their
selections because racing as we
know it today depends upon the
activity that they show at the win
dows.
Our industry must write a drug
rule based upon what is best for the
industry and the NASRC should
require all members to use and,
enforce such a uniform rule. In the
past twenty years, we have become
a drug oriented society. However,
today the entire country is up-in
arms over the use of drugs and I
believe that the proper time to at
tack their use in racing is now. The
pendulum is swinging the other
way...
Words of wisdom from a wise
man. It would be wonderful if they
were heeded.
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YEARLINGS FOR SALE
From D ie R un-In S h ed .... To The R a ce Track!

Leapin Lizzie (R ebel Bret-W hite O asis) tours the Scarborough oval in an early morning workout. She can presently be seen in the Greg Libbey barn.

COLTS - Maine & N .E.S.C . Eligible

FILLIES - Maine & N .E.S.C. Eligible

CINDY’S REBEL

BRETS BEST BET

(Rebel Bret — De Leon Cindy)

(Rebel Bret — Bouncing Bet)

This big bay colt is a true Bret Hanover type, and is
out of a well known producer of two year old speed.
He has the size and bone to withstand the rigors of
early training.

This black filly has an extremely good maternal
family. The grandam, Dancing Lady, is a proven
producer of early speed. With Knight Dream on the
top side, there’s little left to be desired.

MARY’S DATE

LEAPIN LIZZIE

(Mandate — Mary G. Butler)

(Rebel Bret — White Oasis)

This striking bay colt is out of a Butler’s Dream mare
and by a stallion with a half m ile mark of 1:59 and
earnings o f $235,808. G ood size and perfect con 
formation. Second foal — first colt of the dam.

This chestnut filly has unbelieveable maturity. She is
out of a Mountain Skipper mare with a two year old
record. Her third dam is Jicky Abbe. She is truly an
outstanding specimen. First foal of the dam.

CARELESS BLITZ

K J .’S REBEL
(Rebel Bret — K.J.K.)

(Blitzen-Careless Mold)

This chestnut colt com bines Bret Hanover, Meadow
Skipper, G ood Time and Knight Dream within the
first two generations. A sharp looker with a good
disposition. First foal of the dam.

This classy black filly is a half sister to Gaelic Caress,
top two year old trotting filly in the Maine Stakes last
year. G ood conform ation and fluid gait mark this as
an exceptional choice.
(N.H. & N .E.S.C. ELIGIBLE)

For the past three years we have offered discerning buyers Stakes Eligible colts and fillies
who have been properly prepared for a future on the race track ...
The percentages have been good, our record speaks for itself ... com e and buy, you’ll be glad you did!

Call: 2 0 7 -2 8 2 -9 2 9 5

Sandy Brook Farm
(Ask About Our Limited Partnership Program For Those Who Prefer Sharing Expenses With A Broad Base Of Operation)

1985
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MAINE MARES-BRED LIST MAINE STATE HARNESS RACING COMMISSION
AMMO HANOVER:
Ar Lyn
Anduari
Twist of Rum
Marks Mare
Victory Green
Apple Dumpling
ARDEN’S BLADE: 1
Tangee Jugette

FANTASTIC BUTLER: 1
Hanbro Joan
G. G. SKIPPER: 8
Race Me. Star
Race Me. Aggie
Cool Ginger
Race Me. Courtney
Knight Nancy
Shawsheen Lady
Trotwood Darlene
Widow’s Fling

ARMBRO SHOLTY: 3
GALLENTRY: 3
Lorraine Ann
My Arab Friend
Magie Cindy
Cami Ridgecrest
Miss Copenhagen
Floralie
ARMBRO UTAH: 1
Den Mother
GIBSON LOBELL: 5
Sprite’s Dream
BEST JEFFREY: 22
Sis-Annette
Lisa Demand
Amanda T
Harry’s Sandy
Deleon Cindy
Polchas Dream
Quiet Interlude
Golden Alison
Carrie of Raymond GOOD CHRIS: 2
Ar Tara
Fly Fly Caprice
Stacey Halloran
Skipper’s Miss
Terri Yaki
HERVE HANOVER: 7
Surf Side Miss
Maggie’s Sister
Britzer Kate
Swift
River Jane
Spikes Kathy
Dotties
Star
Gaelic Waltz
Belle
Ridge
Shadydale Ariens
Bon’s Eye
Lucky Deb
Sherry’s
Share
Best of Wise
Romeo’s
Rosette
Riv-Lea Shady Lady
H.K. Jolly
HONEST EXPRESS: 1
Sassy Coral
Wicklow Nan
Pretty Plumber
HOUR GLASS: 1
Kitty Abbe
Jo’s Best
Cheryl’s Gal
Loring Hill Lass
HOYT LOBELL: 7
Lullathorpe
BIG ALBIE: 5
Fair Ivanhoe
Chinbro Marge
Rusty Belle M
Consonetta
Mountain Katie
J.M. Brenda
Swift Super Star
Oaklawn Princess
Chancey Matilda
M'argy Eddie
Baronella
BOLD KID: 4
H. T. JOHN: 2
Jane Gav
To Ri Riley
Naidus Princess
West Ridge Yuk
Cotter Key
Cape Pine Luprince JELLY APPLE: 6
Isolite
BRAVO BRET: 6
West Ridge Arlene
Betty’s Bonus
Icy Delight
Herbar’s Brava
Impatient Miss
Trusting Terry
Sharpie Lobell
Anduari
West Ridge Helen
Fulla Ginger
O’Tara
J. H. BARON: 13
Lookout Irene
BRET DON: 3
Prancin Pomp
Win Marie
Deana’s Duane
Phoebe’s Star
Petron Rita
Tiny Widow
Marcon Marie
BRET’S BOY: 1
Tricky Aina
Lucky Lu Lu
Buzzer
Winning
Sister
BUCKO HANOVER: 1
Rock
Maple
Overli
Miss Knight Bret
Some Whirl
Gypsy Swift
CLARION: 7
Greenacres Helena
Bowen’s Beauty
Mac’s Lady
Karen Mary
Blizzard Miss
JONAS HANOVER: 6
Aunt Ginny
Tempered Express
Betty Jean Gamble
E.B. Skipper
Greenacres Lynn
Little
MS Natalie
Spudometer
Flying Acres
J.M. Majestic
D AND F: 2
Gracious Painter
Don’s Dianne
Skipper Count
KEYSTONE TRYST: 19
Emy’s Lady
ELECTION DAY: 4
Kristy D.J.
Johnny’s Memory
Formal Alliance
Some Swift
Avon Linda Lee
Pompan Kris
Elizabeth Mary
Windswept Girl
Auntie Teen
FAIR THRO: 2
Quiet Interlude
Cynte Dream f , f , f , She’s My Freight / .
Isaduchess
Sweet Lollipop

Keystone Bunny
Sugar Spur
Maudene N
Thunderbars
Little Balynca
Farmstead Gal
Belle Fire
Quickly
Miss Close Call
Polly Flinders
KNOXTIME: 2
Sarah T. Knight
Echo Brook Lucky
LARSEN LOBELL: 7
Heritage Cindy
Suffolk Stacie
Contessa Teresa
Ms. Suffolk
Miscellaneous
May Be Misty
Romie’s Goldie

Miss Elaine T
Pretty Lisa
Deviled Egg
Flamboyant Quest
Limerick Miss
Boston Miss
Olympic Wave
Take The Bit
Sterling Ginger
PRIVATE JET: 3
Bena Showoff
Nero Rivage
Omaha Hanna
PROUD SID: 1
Miles End Sahra

SNAPPY DUKE: 1
D.J. Gold
STEPHEN 0: 12
Tulip Poplar
Honest Linda
Blonde Baroness
Natapan
Phoebe Belle
Limerick Linda
Taverns Cita
Branchbrook Misty
Byrd’s Symphony
Sail Time
Silent Partner
Contessa April

Andy’s Broom
Gila Senator
Valley Kim
Most Happy Jill
Misty Ridge
Jay Bini
Flying Minnie K
Pull Box
Take The Gate
Ardina Sterling
Rum’s Mae
Two Words
Sheer Delight N
Fair Star Escort
Star Is Born
C’Est Shabu
Mighty Irish Peg

REBEL BRET: 17
SUIT COAT: 2
WATCHFUL: 1
Nader’s Rader
Chinbro Flo
Battle Charge B
Arapuni
Southern Maine
Awesome Ann
WITSEND’S TRIBUTE: 20
TAM 0 CHAMP: 4
Burnt Toast
Dixie Kat
Prim
Widow
Sonnet Maria
Miss
Speedy Hayes
Lady Evergreen
LAVERTO’S HANOVER: 2 White Oasis
Miss Waynie Hayes
Fannie
Mae
Byrd
Queen’s Mystery
Fire When Ready
Renne
Bit of Chocolate
Red Oaks Fire
Sue Flame Sue
April Colden
K.J.K.
Speedy Uontralto
TENDER TRAP: 4
LORD VICAR: 1
Imp’s
Win
Meadow’s Choice
Mother Eve
Breeze In
BB Dolly
Hurricane Judy
Yankee Blue Girl
Pretty Kitty
MAIN SPORTS: 1
Dortown
J.B. Rebecca
Tracie Lee
Annies Gone
Turner’s Queen
Fresno Carol
Collins Isle
Dance Byrd
MR. SUFFOLK: 3
THE ANDOVER STORY: 5 Charris Holly
Artesian Girl
Goldie’s Michelle
Keep Movin
Lady Freebie
Tennie Sue
Mighty Individual
Fair Error
Casino Ore
Lady Viking
Vandessa Dee
My Fair Princess
Trisha Bambino
RICa BOLD PAYSTER: 6 Fine Queen
Lucky Gina
MUGGO’S FELLA: 4
Gold Pirate
Bea Super
Paper Bert
Sally Nemings
Bethany Ridgecrest
Amazin Molly
Lively Breeze
THE FIREBALL: 10
B.J.K.
Dainty Bitts
Rum’s Pride
Aurora
Yenta
Keystone Ava
B. Square
Star’s Promise
Chocolate Lil
Momentum’s Missy
Abe’s Jo
WORTHIEST: 1
MY BILL FORWARD: 22 Katy Valentine
Swift
Willon
Michael’s Dream
Lucindy
ROMANO HANOVER: 20
Chinbro Brenda
Stonegate Missy
Tourterelle
Linmar Sally
Sasoon
Betsy Collins
Pretzel Belle
NO MARES BRED IN ’85
Jenny’s Jet
Iron Worker Cheri
Race
Me Smartly
Fallon
Topless
Lazy Hill Starlo
Bonnie Angel
Banbury Black Byrd
ROMEO’S IMAGE
Greenacres Choice
Speedy Jill
Vermont Adios
SPRINGFEST
Jan Butler
TRAVELIN BOY: 1
Linda Lou
TRUSTY STAR
Mar Jim Kaye
Ten, Pin, Anne
BeeBee Blue Chip
Sherabreeze
Sycamore Dawn
TRUSTY DREAM: 56
Mountain Heather
No breeding report
Motivator
Impromptu
Chinbro Sue
as of 11/07/85
Tillie Good
Mighty Adios Maid
Valerie’s Starr
Peggy Butler
Maeanna
Bye Bye Heidi
Lady Merlin
Tootsie
A. D.’s ALVIN
Cool Streak
Susan Robin
Australia
ARMBRO BLAZE
Tickory Man Jim
Keystone Windsor
Quickstar
Flower Corsage
BARONS MANSION
Miss Snardo
Bayville
Susie Cool
Barbie Ellen
BIG LEAGUE STAR
Foxy
Hanover
Barba Lobell
Marion Scotch Time
DEAN
GAMBLE
Benton
Blacky
Mainstream
St. Clair Lynx
Cape Pine Better
DERECHITO
Miss Election Day
Linley Belle
Fiadlefoot
FRAN CAN
NEVELE PILOT: 13
Valley Rose
ROYAL REWARD: 11
GYPSY PETE
Holly’s Gal
Nearly Fanny
Hurricane Ann
HE’S A STRIKING
Cash Promise
Rowdy’s Candy Cane
Nanette Lothario
IDEAL ONE
Devil Spirit
Shadowscope
Tiny B. Oregon
Napoleon’s Queen
Spanish Velvet
MASTERMIND
Greenacres Bunny
Na Ma Hana
Mountain Cindi
Bertie Kash
MYSTIC SAYER
Amy Lobell
Gypsy Win
My Gal A.
PASTIME FATMAN
Some Advance
Bonzai Monti
Liz Carlisle
PROSPERITY
T.R.’s Annie K
Steady Counsel
Stacie Hill
READY-SET-GO
Pacealong Breeze
Brick^s Dancer
Stonegate Colleen
Eddie’s Spud
Shiaway Eileen
SCOTTY GRADUATE
Lilly Frost
Fair Error
Phone Home
Tavern’s Edna
SHY BOB COLLINS
Margie Escort
Kotare Comet
T.B.J.
SAMPLE BEAT: 3
Lorelli Whiz
Wibea Puppet
TRUSTY BLAZE
Precious Paradise
Singapore Sling
0. B. TIME: 3
Miss Italy
WINSOME PICK
Romeo’s
Express
Darnella Hanover
Josh’s Jeannie
Julene
Juste
She’ll Be All Right
SKIPPER GENE MARX: 4 First Count
Black Election
Adios Jolly
Woody Brunette
Sweet Sota
OLD FRAZIER: 3
Miss Horner In
Barbi Jan
Race Me Sunshine
Golden Rocket
Andrea’s
Dream
Star’s Snow Bird
Boomerang Anne
Miss Betty Ridge
Lib’s Jenni
Apachie Wick
SKIPPER KNOX: 2
PERSUADABLE: 10
Super Ribbon
Carolyn Butler
Lou Can Tangle
Hazel Flight
Touch of Velvet
•Lite Me’s Girl « . . , ,
(Please report Omissions or Errors to Editor)
O.C. Cinderella
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I----------------------------AMERICAN SHADOW
All Of Best
Pin Missy
Yo Yo Burton
R.E.M.
Skipper’s Fancy
Fulmini’s Sister
J.R.’s Shirley
BEAU CHANCE
IVI
Skipper’s Valentine
Curly Patch
Mighty Tar Sal
Kim Lynn
Sweet Janel
Sunday Girl H
Slick Kat
Marie Roger’s
Herobe Mary
BIG POWER
White Moonglow
She’s An Artist
Tanta Lobell
Cayonne
BONNIE TIME BOY
Avalon Amy
Sylvyn Sunny
Hurricane Floreen
Kelly’s Star
Conostoga Rose May
B R E T ’S CHAMP
Precious Eight
Jay Jay’s Gal
Little Bay Alice
Jenifer Blue Chip
Conestoga Dosie
Julie Ooley
BUTTONWOOD ODIN
Miss Deborah Dean
Stephanie Scott
Susan Bay Scott

1

MASS MARES-BRED LIST
CUCKOO CLOCK
Pentathalon
Elizabeth Ironstone
Grateful Jaclyn
Lotana Hanover
Nardins Imp
Toni Lynn
Little Girl Flo
Heritage Lil
Woodys Bonnet
Bronte
Baroness Jan
Daisy Blizzard
Super Beauty
Flirty Donut
Cherry Charm
Peppy Aclros
Effem
Lona Barmin
Bet Precious
Tarlettons Last
Rustic Ginger Snap
Peggy Liz
Naughty Nardy

Road Service
Merry Young
Jiffy Luce
Gaines Time
Palindrome
D.I. Vaala
Joanette Hanover
Mayville Hanover
Affectionate
Happy Together
Ata Nan Time
Liz Lou
Armbro Bab’s
Oop’s A Daisy
Queen Towner
Witsend Sandy
Yes Dear
Magnificent Marcy
Benita Chief
Chita High
Coral Cruller
Jeka
Knight Wispers
Lady Deb
Little Katy Byrd
Miss Chase
Mitzy Paloma
Myrtle Turtle
Nina’ s Nyoka
Shady dale American
We Do Napoleon
Woodhill Tar Baby
Zall Bells
Sinamon Ore
Tarport Tara
Mother Haven
Bee Bee Ann
Junt Huntin
Keywaydin Winnie
H .R .’S Magic
Amexboro Randi
Willowbrook Sal
Penny Bank
Look Out Calgary
White Make It
COMMAND PER FO RM ER
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CAVALCADE
Happy Harmony
Fly Fly Lucretia
Dor-Vic-D ar-M c Gee
Hilarious Widow
Butter Quinton
Winning Widow
Kash Design
J .D .’ s Kitty
Bye Bye Gertie
Go Miss Isle
Super Go
Cory’s Pony
Knight Fall
Cory’s Escort
Bye Bye Governess
Matron
Lady Ette
V esta’ s Dream
Queenly Joy
Daisies Never Tell
CHARO’S SKIPPER
Ata Karen
Fulla’s Fling
•
l. Life Story
Darting Dartha
} Miss Star Bullet
Jiffy Sensual
Sable Coat
Paula Hanover
Smoocher
Random Ellie
Tuition Free
Armbro Bonita
SolldFell
Will Call Dexter
Luxury Hanover
Hello Lita
Fiest Dibs

Olly Baby
Suncor
COPTER LOBELL
The Lively One
Cartagena
Pattie Worthy
Shella’s Girl
Precious Wycke
Careless Start
So Courious
Lads Judy
Valla Jubille
Samantha Victorie
Lively Ann
Island Magic
Just A Thrill
Miss Count Gallon
Powder Bay
Lynne
Keystone Lilth
Scalene Hanover
Reso Grande
Rachel Stevens
Keystone Goody
Fanny Allen
Lady Namu
Lizette Rodney
Macha Bale
Yule tide Yankee
Dona Elena
P .Q .’s Girl
Sweet Deal
CO R Y
Tuxedo Toots
Grateful Laura
Maude Knight

*****

Miss Janet G
Queen Ora
Miss Elaine A
Susie Sharlu
Nan Cin Aclora
Annies Favorite
Ramonas Idea
Flyaway Vickie
Win A Rose
Spring Dream
Lehigh Alibi
Little-T-Cupcake
Lori F
Miss Freshman
Miranda Hanover
Fly Fly Diane
Certainty N
Shelia Hanover
Getting The Best
Good Heavens
Steaely Sis
Shadydale Hostess
Sly Lil
Celeriter
Painless Drilly Faye
Steady Chilly T
Scarlet Diamond
Olympic Song
Mountain Sis
Chocolate Float
Courtland Becky
Winns Tar Lady
Miss Happy Time
The Widow Mik
Patrice Lobell
Tropical Sis
Salutatonan
Adioo Bye Bye
Berdicia Hanover
Romeos Rose
Jefs Humidity
Peters Best
Keewaydin Winnie
J.M . Jean
Most Happy Pam
Barbie Time
Gam e Chick
T .C .’ s Bonjour
La Rosa
D E L ALMAHURST
Heritage Rosie
Tarrs Commission
Afternoon Delight
Brandy Lucas
Golden Victory
Oso Pure
Jessette
Princess Angus
Juds Bandit
Glencoe Gina
Lotta Honey
Magnus Equis

Skittish
Smokies Flurry
Wicked Miss Willie

Mary Deal
Bye’s Lady
Nib’s Sister

FANCY STAR
Mighty Elm Byrd
Linda Bayama
Long Awaited Lady
Postnkill Nicole
Taconic Flyer
Rock Candy Mt.

MOUNTAIN SKIPPER
Molly Collins
Sneakin Sally
Lady Gray
Drawbridge
Steady Sinamon
Sugar’s Lisa

HAPPY JAUNT
Bunny Hop Forwood

OLYMPIC TORCH
Red Silk G.B.
Harvard Girl
Happy Barbara
Painter’s Model
Quick Chance
Ophelia Bust
Majestic Ginny
Tammy
Artie Flower
Inviolable

HIGHLY TREASURED
Kenwood Lil Darlin
H-PICK UP
Lady Royal
Honey Spare Rib
Steady Hoot
Kraton Eiffee
K AR HANOVER
Friday’s Star
K IL E Y MORAKA
Bristol Carry
Sumptous
Jefferson Star
My Gina Lind
Barbie Joe
LORD DANIEL
M ojoH
M A X IE HANOVER
Ding Ding
J.M . Joanne
Melora Vilas
Carrie Catt
Burbank Lass
M ILES END STEVE
Knight Belle
Miles End Ida
Norse Star
Maiden Star
Triple H Conna
Classy Hope
Lula Hanover
Attractive Adios
Scotch Lilt
Cinq-A. Sept
SkylabO.B.
White Evasive
Sundance Girl
Arda Senator
Poor Emily
Classic Tammy
Rebekah May
Sugar Treat
Lady Helen
J.M . Plenty
O’Brian’s Brindle
Virtueous
MORNING BR EEZE
Bye Bye Bertha
Wooden Spoon
Looklln Laura
Shopping Spree
Branch Of Irish
Kona
Columbia Brenna
White Original
Victory’s Jane
My Apologies
White Jazz
Joed
Ann H. Sullivan
Bret’s Miss W.
Pacealong Rascal
Bonabell
Fulla Rain
Sadie Frost
Dee Collins
Supple Trick

■(Please report Omissions or .Errors to Editor!*

9

OVERLAND HANOVER
Mummy Lu
Candy Bitts
Idle Chatter
Midnight Lucy
Sweet Surrender
Martha Watergate
POLISHED ARMOR
Darlene’s Dream
Dana Lee
ROM AN K E Y
B ’s Aim
Charisma Lass
Olinda
Watchful Deb
Happy Hostess
Triple H Nancy
Crane Hill Illsa
Champagne Flight
Swinging Beauty
SLEEPYSAM
Golden Muffin
SU PREM E
Vickie H
Ada Senator
T E D D Y LOBELL
Piper Princess
Derringer
Sturdy Branda
Cocoa Square
THE RED COLT
Sara Joy
Shana Star
Whata Corinne
T N T’S BAMBINO
Naida’s Star
Flaming Scarlet
For Fun
Tipwitchit
Problem Child
Dells Belle
Lorlis
TRAVIS LOBELL
Iona Senator
Fireman’s Pussycat
L.B . Adios
Sweet Brenda
T

P

’e Cfop

W A D E ’S COUNTY
Judy L
Reba Kash
Precious Grape
TROPICAL R E E F
Mary Too
Pearlle H. Magic
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STALLION
REGISTRATION
1986 BREEDING
SEASON
M A SSA C H U SET T S STANDARDBRED
SIRE STAKES PROGRAM
This is to certify that the Stallion

Pacer

A ge_______ C olor___________

Registration Number
Dam

Sire _______________________

Trotter

Record
Amount of Stud Fee

Will Stand At

Farm Acreage

How many stalls

Can accommodate

mares

foals

Location of Farm
Zip Code
__________

Owner or Lessee .

vi v
—

e r fc’i i / . Ki

■^ d l l -A

<iS t& v'Si Q a ■* £SfK>* 1
----------------------------:---------

Agent _________

<

Phone

'/

,

■■ •>

Phone

Registration Fee $200.00. Payable to M.S.B.O.A. Due December 1, 1986.
A copy of the mares bred list must be filed with the Dept, of Food and Agriculture, to be eligible for the stallion awards.
Send To: Vivan Wheeler, 36 Dudley Road, Hudson, Mass. 0 1 7 4 9

Mark:
Mark:

<
■, 1
^ -iiw i

Mark:
Stallion
Mark:
List top 5 animals

> .—

Mark:

ViJs-r
fX -, j.%;4

Mark:
List Max. top 5 animals
—

Mark:
List Max. top 5 animals

Please print or type the above pedigree, listing a maximum of five (5) top animals where indicated. The above information
is for the 1986 Massachusetts Standardbred Stallion Directory.
•
,^i A *

> #
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Broodmare Of The Month:

Mountain Georgia

by a n t h o n y

j . a l ib e r t i

SIRES

CHWPION

Bay State Kate and friends after winning the Mass Sire Stakes Filly Final at Foxboro Raceway.
Ginny Dares anchors a maternal no high priced yearlings, but year
Mountain Georgia was a tough figures.
family game with speed. Every one after year her colts raced suc winner of $40,000 in her own right.
While so many breeders compete
of her colts raced, every one. Most cessfully.
But her first daughter, Bay State to gild the lily, hard hitting racing
made measurable money in hard
Ginny Dares left two daughters Kate (American Shadow) is already families are overlooked. Ginny
hitting overnight and claiming old enough to be bred, Mountain a New England Sulky Championship Dares shot no blanks and both
events, raced extended careers, and Mae, a daughter of Punch Hanover mare. Bay State Kate won in 2:05 as Mountain Georgia and her half
paid their way. Lefty’s Pride paced
a two year old and continued to roll sister Mountain Mae will continue to
in 2:01 fifteen years ago and ac and Mountain Georgia by Columbia this year at three. Her effortless send out Mass, and Maine bred colts
George.
It’s
clear
they
too
have
cumulated more than $50,000 on his
Colts
who
will
2:04.3 score in the New England respectively.
card. Mountain Bob passed $100,000 passed on both speed and true grit.
Sulky
Championship was
the graduate and turn heads in New
Mountain
Mae
with
limited
op
in earnings, Mr. Pipeline has a
York and New Jersey as well.
crowning jewel.
1:59.3 mark and continues to race portunities has produced Rum’s
But if the family credentials are to
By the time the accounting is
while Mountain Georgia earned Mae, a Maine Stakes winner and be believed, this filly will become a complete that daughter of Worthy
$40,000. Make no mistake there were much faster than her official speed tough race mare, giving no quarter, Aristocrat will have produced
no flashy Grand Circuit stakes mark of 2:03.3 and Maeanna is a fighting
for
every
inch
of winners of $250,000 and a family
- winner here. Ginny Dares produced multiple Maine track record holder. Meadowlands turf, earning six measured in millions.

AN OPEN LETTER
TO STANDARDBRED OWNERS:
Are you weary of the same old excuses as to why your racing stable is losing money? Do
you wonder why your expensive yearling doesn’t make it to the races or breaks down
shortly thereafter? Do you question why your potentially valuable stud has to be gelded?
Have you had your share ol bowed tendons, splints, soreness, bleeding, and the monetary
loss they cause? Do months of training and vet bills result in a mediocre racehorse or in no
racehorse at all?
We at Sure-Haven Farm believe we have the answers — enough answers to give you the
competitive edge necessary in today’s racing scene. If not, we let you know the reasons long
before your bank account is drained. Let’s face it; we horseowners are in the business
because we love it — not because it’s the best
feel lucky if we break even at the end of the
dispensed with, — after we get past Niatross,
alize we need every advantage, every edge to

investment vehicle for our money. Many of us
year. After all the media and other hype is
OTRA, Guts, and others, we horseowners re
stay in this business. When our success or

failure, our winning or losing is measured in fifths of a second, that extra edge can make all
the difference. We at Sure-Haven believe we c in supply that edge and will be glad to discuss
our program with you.

P.O. Box

3 1 7

SURE-HAVEN FARM

North Holt Hill Rd. Antrim,; N.H.

0 3 4 4 0

: Tel.

6 0 3

-5 8 8 -3 7 1 0 .

Career Review
George McNulty could write a
book. A life-long veteran in the
security business, McNulty con
fesses, “ I thought I knew a fair
amount of police work...” Then he
became a race track detective at
Philadelphia’s Liberty Bell Park.
In the five years he spent at the
Bell. McNulty not only nabbed
counterfeiters, but apprehended
other criminals that ran the gamut
from undesireables to pick pockets
to money grabbers.
McNulty,
interviewed
while
vacationing in Maine, remembers,
'* 1 ’m on the third floor of the
clubhouse at Liberty Bell when a
teller sent up a message that
someone on the first floor was
putting $100 bills through a mutuel
window.”
After apprehending the suspect of
passing counterfeit bills, a search
revealed three mutuel tickets from
Freehold that afternoon. A call by
security to Freehold found that the
New Jersey track had been vic
timized $2100.
McNulty says that the counterfeit
scam often works this way: a
suspect may try to use a bogus C
note to purchase a five-dollar mutuel
ticket. He then hopes to get $95
change in real cash plus a ticket.
McNulty says that when a teller,
who’s equipped with a special light
to detect counterfeit bills, is
suspicious that something is wrong,
he uses a “ trouble light at the
teller’ s window” to alert the
detective.
In their effort to police racing to

George McNulty
by BOB LOWELL

Yearling For Sale

protect the public, McNulty says the
major metropolitan tracks keep
extensive files of undesireable
characters who have been barred
from other tracks. The tracks
mutually share information to
maintain updated files.
McNulty spent time each day
reviewing file information and mug
shots and kept watch for them each
night in observing crowds of 4,000
during the week and 9,000 on the
weekends.
McNulty quickly alleviated crowd
problems
by
escorting
troublemakers off the track before
they could ignite disorder.
These days, McNulty is utilizing
special high-tech devices
and
cameras to keep an eagle eye on
what he calls “ exotic metals” for the
giant Westinghouse Corporation. He
has been the security supervisor
there for nineteen years.
Looking at racing today, he sees
the racing industry losing some
business to the casinos. He cites that (Holland — Mattuta — Lieutenant Gray)
there are busloads of people arriving
H andsom e Bay C olt ( 3 /4 /8 4 )
at the casinos from such distant
locations as Pittsburgh and New
England in addition to Philly and Being Line-Driven in O ctober on the Training Track
A t Sandy Brook Farm by C het Emerson.
New York.
The bus-riders can trade bus
Presently Jogging!
tickets for tokens which are good at
the casinos for even a free show and
Eligible To New York Sire Stakes
free dinners. In contrast, he says
harness patrons are charged ad
UPDATE!
mission, parking and for programs.
The half-brother T.W. HAPPINESS finished second to
After forty years in the security
business, its safe to say that George KEYSTONE SOMMERSET in 2:02.2 in a Conditional Trot
McNulty knows more than a “ fair” ($7,500 purse) on Oct. 13th at Rosecroft Raceway.
amount of police work.”

LETS GO DUTCH

Track Closings A Tragedy
Last week, commenting on the
future
plans
of
Brandywine
Raceway to close its track when it
receives zoning clearance on construction of its $250-million shopping
and office complex, Track Topics
said racing -- all of racing -- faced a
serious point of decision when an
ascending line of real estate value
intersected a descending line of
track business, making the property
more valuable for uses other than
racing.
As the ink dried on those remarks,
Liberty Bell Park in Philadelphia,
which opened only 22 years ago as a
shining example of the latest in race
track architecture and bright hope
of the sport, announced that it had
closed its doors and would not
operate in 1986.
Liberty Bell opened on June 7,
1963, making it (by three weeks) the
first race track in Pennsylvania,
The Meadows opened on June 28,
1963. In its inaugural meeting
Liberty Bell drew a record crowd of
18,050, averaged 10,213 a night, and
had a nightly average handle of
,>510,410. On July 31, 1965, with Bret
Hanover as the magnet, the track
drew its all-time record crowd of
21,239. In the spring of 1971, at the
peak of its power and height of its
glory, Liberty Bell had a single night
record handle of $1,616,892 and
averaged 11,471 a night at the gate
and $973,174 at the mutuel windows.
By 1983, 20 years after its
promising opening, Liberty Bell was
drawing 3,043 patrons a night and
averaging $362,834 in handle. Last
year things picked up a bit, with
3,401 and $429,447 averages. This
year the figures were 2,931 and
$324,777 for the Liberty Bell
meeting, 3,072 and $350,J36 fpr.the
Liberty Bell and Wiiliam Penn
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meetings combined,
What happened to Liberty Bell
Park can provide a classic case
study for racing economists and all
others concerned with the sport. In
short, almost everything that can
happen to a race track happened to
Liberty Bell. When it opened there
were no casinos in Atlantic City, 70
miles away; there was no Pennsylvania lottery; there was no
Philadelphia Park next door; there
was no Meadowlands 80 miles away
to draw the top horses that once
raced at Liberty Bell. Later there
was a state tax higher than in its
neighboring state. There was
television, but Liberty Bell was not
on it. There were newspapers, but
Liberty Bell got mostly negative
coverage in one of them and virtually no coverage in the other. This
kind of omission from the cornmunication channels thru which
people learn of activities, become
interested in them and finally
participate in them cannot go on
indefinitely without the activity
going into sharp decline. Liberty
Bell’ s problems, and to a lesser
degree the problems of a number of
other tracks in America, are in part
the cumulative result of years of
such benign neglect by media. That
is racing’s problem, not media’s,
and to some degree also is racing’s
fault.
What has happended at Liberty
Bell is a tragedy for that track and
the sport, but it is not a death knell,
It is rather an alarm that racing will
require ingenuity and inventiveness
and resourcefulness in the years
ahead, to meet the challenges of
new
competition
and
new
technology, adjust to them and use
them for.racing’s,advantage. There,
is no other solution, and noeasy way;'

If interested contact:
Alberta Emerson 6 1 7 -4 3 5 -4 8 2 4

FOR SALE
Blaire trailer (four-horse) thoroughbred size - extra wide &
extra tall, surge brakes, clean, good floors.

Call: 207-883-3555 Evenings

FOR SALE
Trotting Broodm are
Shiaway Alma (1-21-76)
In foal to “ DIAMOND EXCHANGE” Alma has been bred
five times. She produced “ REANA D E K K E R” , 2:01.4SMOKE YOUNGER, qualified twice in 2:06 (was injured-not
racing)-“ BIG DANCE” (2 yrs.) raced baby races at Saratoga-2
seconds 1 third-1 fourth, 1 fifth-was turned out in July
because of virus. BEAU BRETON a yearling. All Alma’s foals
have been good sized-strong and showed good trotting action.

Call 603-352-0091 Evenings After 6:30 P.M .

FOR SALE
Racetim e-Airliner Stallion:
Record of 1:57.4 earnings of $163,000. Easy breeder with good
manners.

Call — 603-279-8624 (if no answer) 603-279-8200.
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In Memoriam
1 9 5 4 -1 9 8 5

GOLDEN MISS
The record - 100% producing mare, Golden
Miss, passed away on Sunday, October 13th at
Clermont Farm, Lexington, Kentucky. A true
foundation family - “6 foals - 6 winners”!
Dam o f 4 sub 2:00 producing stallions:
Strike Out p. l:56.3h (Bret Hanover)
Cavalcade p. 1:57.3 (Meadow Skipper)
Base H it p. 1:59.4 (Race Time)
Breton p. 2:00.3h (Bret Hanover)
Dam o f 2 producing record m ares:
Shifting Sands p. 2:02.3h
Malaysia p. 2:02.3h
Grand Dam of:
Malacca p. 2, 1:56.4-85
Shifting Scene, p. 2, 1:59.2
Verbatim p . 3, 1:57.4
Mauritania p. 2, 2:00
M iss Meadowlark p. 2, 2:02.2
Q uiet F orce p. 3, 1:57-85
Whispering Sands (Broodm are)
G lencoe Skipper (2:00 Sire)
Solar Energy (Broodmare), sold in the W ilrose
dispersal on Oct. 31st for $35f000, n ot in foal.
Great Grand-Dam of:
Turquoise p. 3, 1:57.2
Blue H orizon p. 2, 1:58
A ce Admiral p . 3, 1:58.4-85
A erobatic p. 3, 1:52.1
Versailles p. 3, 1:58
A capulco p. 3 ; 1:56.4
Silent Treatment p. 3, 1:57

GRAFTON, Mass. — A trial
program for the treatment of
sprains and strains in equine
athletes is now being offered at Tufts
School of Veterinary Medicine’s
Hospital for Large Animals here.
Adapted from a program con
ceived by an internationally known
specialist in human sports medicine,
the basic premise of the treatment
holds that mobilization rather than
immobilization is the most effective
way to strengthen and rehabilitate
injured ligaments, muscles and
bones.
Dr. Ann Kraus, under the
supervision
of
Dr.
Gustave
Fackelman, director of Tufts’
equine sports medicine program,
will head the new program. Dr.
Kraus received her veterinary
degree this spring from Tufts, New
England’s only veterinary school.
Under the sponsorship of her
father, Dr. Hans Kraus, a world
famous leader in sports medicine
who was the originator
of the
President’s Council on Fitness and
who has treated many well-known
athletes and sports enthusiasts
(including President John
F.
Kennedy) Dr. Ann Kraus will work
to show that gentle prescribed
movement and therapeutic exercise
is the ideal way to treat certain
acute athletic injuries in the horse.
“ These treatments have been so
successful on my own horse,” said
Dr. Ann Kraus in a recent interview,
“ that I wanted the opportunity to
share the information with other
riders and trainers.”
A seasoned competitor in Hunter/Jumper classes, she feels that
treating injured horses in the first 24
hours is crucial. “ Immediate and
accurate diagnosis and specific
treatment can save months of lay-up
time and perhaps even more serious

injury,” she pointed out em
phatically.
Usually acute sprains (partial
tears of a ligament) and strains
(partial tears of a muscle) are
treated by immobilizing the area by
either wrapping or by confining the
horse to its stall (sometimes a
straight stall). The Kraus Metll.d
involves “ innovative application of
local anesthetic” which alleviates
pain and restores flexibility by
reducing inflammation and muscle
spasm.
Then, depending on the degree and
location of the injury, specific
movement is prescribed and carried
out with careful respect for the pain
limit. The prescribed movement
treatments are administered, in the
clinical setting, hourly at first
(depending on the case), and then
these sessions gradually decrease
as the range of pain-free motion
increases. The usual time-frame for
the Kraus treatment is one to three
weeks followed by home practice of
prescribed movements. The most
important part of the treatment
occurs immediately following in
jury, so we are encouraging people
to present their animals for treat
ment as soon as possible after an
injury has occurred and, it is hoped,
before irreversible damage is done.
The Kraus Method has been
adopted by many world-class
athletes and coaches and is being
incorporated into human sports
medicine programs here
and
abroad. It is another example of
scientific advances in human
medicine having possible
ap
plication in animal medicine. Tufts
veterinarians caution, however, that
this is not yet a proven approach
and that it should never be at
tempted
without
veterinary
supervision.

Thus to:
Panorama p. 2, 1:53.2 (s379,910)
Storm y Pursuit p. 3, 1:56.4-85 ($100f000)
Enroute p. 3, 1:55 -8 5 ($250f000)
Hom em ade Lovin p. 3, 1:56.4 ft.210,000)
A fer p . 3, 1:57.1 (*131,897)

If this appears to be “Who’s Who” in harness
racing - It is!
This power-packed family is represented in
New England by ...

CAVALCADE
with 22 in 2:00, including Famous Cade p.
1:55. This handsome stallion carries on the
legacy of the pre-potent Meadow Skipper and
the impressive producer Golden Miss.
Standing A t
TUFTS UNIVERSITY
SC H O O L OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
Grafton, M ass. 0 1 5 1 9
Tel. 6 1 7 -8 3 9 -5 3 0 2 /

Dr. Ann Kraus of Tufts Vet School heads a therapeutic program for the treatment
of sprains and strains in equine athletes.

BROODMARE FOR SALE
“ Minnie Ball”
Produced Beautiful Colt By Best Jeffrey This Spring
Call — John Shortill 324-0070 Or 929-6048

: BEST O FFE R

Visits Of Famous Champions
You can pack the racing cards
all you want with local stock and the
‘regulars’ that you can count upon to
race week in and week out, but
there’s no denying the value of
bringing in the heavy hitters for that
rare glimpse at greatness. New
England can certainly boast of its
share of outstanding ‘home owned’
heroes such as Mountain Skipper,
Bret’s Star, Bret’s Champ, Lively
Anne, Yankee Bambino, My Bill
Forwood, No No Yankee, etc., but
you must reach out once in a while
for those special types that don’t
-include New England on their
* standard calendar.
It was that way on June 5, 1977
when Silk Stockings
took your
breath away at Rockingham. On
May 15, 1977 it was the spectacular
Governor Skipper at the Romeo
Hanover Pace at Rock.
On
December 19, 1976 the Foxboro
crowd had its chance to view the
legend in his own time—Rambling
Willie.
It was only an exhibition mile that
afternoon at Rockingham, but 7,498
fans turned out to watch ‘Silky’ and
trainer-driver Preston Burris. Color
photographs signed by Silky were
given away. A helicopter flapped
what seemed too close overhead,
shooting film for a ‘60 Minutes’
special on this champion pacing
lady. It had all the modern trim
mings of a visit by Dan Patch.
Silk Stockings was five on that
memorable trip to Rock. She had
earned headlines on the basis of her
performances, as well as the fact
that a portion of her purse earnings
went to the Au Claire School for
Autistic Children, founded by the
mare’s owners, Kenneth and Claire
Mazik.
Burris was in love with the mare.
As he said in the paddock prior to the
time trial. “ I considered myself a
greenhorn in the business and hadn’t
raced a single time for a purse over
$20-30,000. Then I won the Monticello
Classic for $230,000 over Tarport
Hap and a host of super horses.”
“ My finest hour in harness racing
came when she won the ‘ 75 Jugette

at Delaware. Hall of Famer Frank
Ervin came over to me and said he
had seen Silky race at Goshen and
thought she might be one of the
greatest mares of all time. But after
the Jugette win he said he was sure
she was the greatest of all time. She
beat Tarport Hap in 1:57.2 and came
back to take the second heat in 1:58.1
What a compliment it was from
Frank Ervin, said Burris.
The excitement peaked as Frank
Osgood, the Rock starter did his
task. Burris told Osgood in the
paddock, “ Take her out of there like
she’s a two-minute horse. She’ s a
good gaited mare and she’ll be right
up there pushing you all the way till
you let us go.”
The goal: an all-time world
record for aged pacing mares on a
half-mile track. It stood at 1:58.1.
Silky left like a shot, hitting the
eighthpole in 14.1 seconds. She was
at the quarter in .29, which was
exactly what Burris wanted.
She got to the half in 58.1 and the
crowd was alive and clapping Silky
on. Burris flicked the whip once in
the lower turn and Silk Stockings
was smoking down the straightaway
to a three quarter time of 1:28.1. The
fans were screaming as Burris
headed the Delaware lady to the
wire.
“ I hadn’t planned on hitting her at
all. but I saw we were going to be
close and had a shot at the world
record,” Burris would explain after
the mile. Once on the left side. Once
on the right. A final slap on the left
saddle pad. Burris was urging his
lady on. Silk Stockings made it
happen. A world record mile in 1:58.
The 10th edition of the Romeo
Hanover Pace brought the late John
Chapman to Rock. This popular
“ Hall of Famer To Be” had himself
a hellish colt in Governor Skipper. A
son of Meadow Skipper, Governor
Skipper established himself as one
of the premier pacing machines of
the ‘ 70’s or any other decade for that
matter.
The Romeo Hanover Pace had
afforded New Englanders with rare
glimpses of royalty. It brought
Albatross here, as it did Laverne

U.S.T.A.at News
becoming harness racing’s first

On the Road Again, winner of the
$250,000 final of the Yonkers Fall
Championship Series, has moved to
the top of the all-time money win
ning list.
“ Road’s” $125,000 winner’s share
boosted his bankroll to $2,765,352 -$12,686 better than the previous
leader, Ideal Du Gazeau. The latter
amassed most of his earnings in
Europe over a seven year career
that saw him make only occasional
forays into North America.
The money record, however, may
fall to Nihilator before both horses
retire at the end of this year.
Nihilator still has several rich
events left on his schedule, including
the $600,000 (est.) Breeders Crown
on November 29 -- an event in which
he will be heavily favored.
******
Bill O’Donnell stands poised to
break his own single-season money
record for a driver. The native of
Nova Scotia is hovering right at the
$9 million figure, according to of
ficial U.S.T.A. statistics, and he
should eclipse his record of
$9,059,184, set last year, sometime
this week.
Actually, despite the lateness of
the season and the paucity'qf major
stakes races, O’Donnell has a shot
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Looking Back In Time

$10 Million Dollar Man. There are
three Breeders Crown events left
this year, and O’Donnell is the
regular driver for the three
favorites-Barberry Spur in the twoyear-old colt pace at Rosecroft this
week, Armbro Devona in the threeyear-old filly trot at Pompano next
week, and Nihilator in the threeyear-old colt pacer at Garden state
on November 22. Victories in those
events, plus a smattering of money
from overnight contests, could put
O’Donnell at the eight-figure level.
*********
O’Donnell’s only challenger in the
driver earnings stratosphere, John
Campbell, has driven horses earning
over $8.5 million this year. No other
driver in history has earned $5
million in a single year, though Mike
Lachance is likely to hit that figure
before 1985 is done.
Campbell’s forte this year has
been Breeders Crown competition.
John has three wins and one second
in but six starts, with his earnings in
Breeders Crown racing alone
$876,842-for 11 minutes and 47
seconds of work! That translates to
$74,435 a minute, give or take a few
pennies, in Breeders. Crown drives.

Hanover, Armbro Ranger and
Keystone Ore to name some of the
best. Would Governor Skipper be
that kind of horse?
It was the seasonal debut for
Governor Skipper when he went
postward for $25,000. John Chapman
said he liked the rugged colt, but
wasn’t sure how far he’d develop.
“ There’s a long way to go, but I like
him a lot,” Chapman would note in
the paddock.
Billy Haughton left with Luanne’s
Jewel and gave Chapman the early
breath of fresh air, but Governor
Skipper assumed the top at the
quarter in .29 seconds. Governor
Skipper had it his way at the half in
1:00.4 with Luanne’s Jewel pacing
second and Paul Battis’ Best Jeffrey
moving up for third on the outside.
Chapman and Governor Skipper
were still in control at the three
quarters in 1:31. Haughton’s filly got
rough in the final turn. Chapman
took one look over his shoulder and
put the race away. Governor
Skipper covered the final quarter in
29.1 for a 2:00.1 mile.
The crowd was a hefty 7,871. They
enjoyed the spectacle. They didn’t
know it at the time, but Governor
Skipper would become the Nation’s
Three Year Old Pacer and Pacer Of
The Year in the final voting among
the United States Harness Writers.
He captured six $100,000 stake races,
banked $522,148 and marked in 1:54,
back when such a time dropped jaws
and loosened bridgework.
Governor Skipper became a world
champion on all size race tracks
with 17 mighty wins. But the very
first one was here in New England.
On December 19, 1976 Rambling
Willie and another Hall of Famer—
Bob Farrington (the first driver to
ever win 300 races in a single year in
the pre-Herve Filion era) appeared
in New England. Foxboro put up
$30,000 and a crowd of 5,500
responded.
The fabled pacer would surpass
the million dollar mark, joining only
seven others at the time, during
1977. He was six and still in prime
time when he toured Foxboro.
Tarport Hap (herself a world

champion) had Teddy Wing in the
bike that night. Momentum, with
Dale Ross aboard, was the other
factor in the race. At least on paper.
Farrington said this in the padock,
“ Rambling
Willie
has
done
everything there is to be done. He
has beaten all of the top free-for-all
pacers in the country, won on all size
tracks and under every imaginable
condition. He’s established world
records and paced in 1:54.3 twice.”
“ He has a great heart and
tremendous speed. He is truly one of
the greatest horses in the history of
harness racing,” added the proud
Farrington.
Momentum took Farrington by
surprise by being first off the gate.
Momentum was at the quarter in
29.1. Willie was sitting second on the
wood. Tarport Hap, the one expected
to leave, was off the pace. The great
mare made her move going to the
half and gained control in 1:00.1.
Like a shot, it was Rambling Willie
off the fence and cutting the
distance.
Farrington’s world champion
pacing gelding was on top at the
three quarters in 1:28.4. The crowd
was going bananas!
Willie drew out by four lengths.
Wing urged Tarport Hap on but
there’ s no covering the open lengths
with class like Rambling Willie on
the engine. It was Willie in 1:57.3.
The mlle set a Foxboro winter
record. It was only three fifths of a
second off the all-time mark at the
time set by Big A during the com
forting heat of summer,
Rambling Wiliie’s $15,000 check
for the evening was an interesting
sum. It represented exactly how
much it cost to purchase Rambling
Willie when at the time of sale he
was an unknown three-year-old just
surfacing on the country fair circuit
in the Midwest.
Rambling Willie—Governor
Skipper—
Silk Stockings...three
great champions who helped fill the
cup for New England race goers and
the notebooks of this writer who
enjoyed the moments and now the
memories.

Three Champs!

Three champs! Bill O’Donnell racings $9 million dollar man poses with Rambling
Willie (left) now retired with 128 wins and $2 million in earnings and Nihilator
(right) who is still racing and has been syndicated for $19 million.
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RACEWAY SETS THE PACE
Foxboro Raceway, Route 1, Foxboro, Ma 02035
Malting Address: P.O. Box 55 8 Tel: (617) 543-5331

Racing Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Sunday evening 7:45 p.m.
NEW NOVEMBER SCHEDULE
Foxboro Raceway announces an amended racing schedule
for November, 1985. Racing will be conducted on Tuesdays
throughout November. The ‘added ’9dates are November 5,
12, 19 and 26. The only exception to the Tuesday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday night performances will be on
Thanksgiving Day. On Thursday, November 28,1985, Foxboro
Raceway will be dark. Enjoy your holidays!

Driver Profile:

Bruce Mattison

B y CARL M ETCALF

A good name for Bruce Mattison
might be the Yankee Viking. The
Vermont harness driver, 30, who
hails from one of the largest and
most renowned famines in the sport,
has a shock of blond hair and a curly
beard to match. In the stretch he
resembles a Viking of old going into
battle with sword waving. But the
kids on the backstretch have another
name. They call him Mad Dog.
“ They call me that because of the
way I yell and put up a storm coming
down
the
stretch.
I’m
just
exuberant, that’s all,”
laughs
Mattison.
Bruce Mattison is the son of Clyde,
cousin of Kim Crawford and Jimmy,
and fully capable of holding his own
in the competitive clan that drives at
Saratoga and tracks in between.
Mattison, who has been driving for
Young Meadow Farm of Hadley for
about a year now, is having his best
season since he was leading driver
with around 90 wins at Rockingham
in 1979. He has been running eighth
on the leading driver list at Foxboro
with 72 wins, 72 seconds, and 74
thirds.
Mattison got his license in 1974,
and it was just the natural thing to
do. He remembers his first win with
Twiggy Bits at 2:10.4. Those were
the days at the Greenfield Fair and
other stops on the New England
Circuit.
The Mattisons of Vermont have
always been involved in harness
r 5 v

racing. Uncle Howard is Brattleboro
fire chief. Another uncle, Wallace, is
police sergeant in Bennington. The
Mattison family race is a fixture at
the summer harness meet at Hins
dale N.H. Raceway. Mattisons
young and old, of both sexes, fill the
field for one big race. Crawford and
Jimmy Mattison beat Bruce in last
summer’s race.
Bruce looks around the Foxboro
paddock. “ I guess Jailbird, the
horse I take care of for Young
Meadow Farm, is my favorite, but I
like ’em all. He has a 1:59 here and a
2:00 flat in the mud. He won the
Buddy Reed preferred at Rachester
and went the last half in 59.4.”
Mattison also drives Yankee Bay
N a New Zealand horse. “ They stear
a little hard,” he says. “ They rough
break them down there. Then
there’s The Nobleman, one of the
best trotters around.
Any New York ambitions? “ I had
a mare at the Meadowlands once.
But if anything, I’d go to Roosevelt
because I like the half-milers. It was
sad when Rock went out.”
But Bruce Mattison is driving at
Foxboro these fall nights. And, if you
want some fun, get down close to the
rail and watch ... and listen to him do
his bit coming for home. One of the
artists-in-residence has even neatly
lettered Mattison’s helmet. He is
duly identified as Mad Dog, and he
doesn't mind*a bit.
'

Foxboro Update
“ Twin-Tri” Hit for over $47,000;
Tolkim wins third straight
Foxboro Raceway’s twin-trifecta
was the hit of Saturday, Nivember
9th, for $47,262.30 by one lucky
handicapper. The jackpot had been
building for nearly two weeks, and
was again cleaned out on a Saturday
night with one winning ticket. The
selection of the winners in both
halves of the twin was made that
much easier when scratches in each
race reduced the seventh and ninth
races to eight horse fields. The twintrifecta winner held one or more of
the 23 “ live” exchanges going into
the second halve of the dual-race,
carry-over bet.
Since buying Tolkim from the
Twin-Pak Stables of Michael and
Richard Kent, Jim Quinn hasn’t
done much with the son of Toliver
Hanover - only won three straight
races, wire-to-wire. Quinn, 27, has
nearly doubled the seasonal ear
nings for the eleven year-old bay
gilding in just three starts. Tolkim
has won convincingly - 5, 6, and 2
length victories - while notching up
in class. In his most recent victory
on Sunday night, Tolkim’s gutsy
score was his first out of $2,500
claiming company since June.
Quinn has Tolkim tagged at $4,000
now, but a move into condition ranks
can’t be ruled out - especially if
Tolkim should continue on his
winning ways to make it four in a
row.
Breeders Crown simulcast
win feature Nihltator
Nihilator, considered the most
valuable and fastest harness horse
of all-time, will head the cast of
characters at this year’s three year
old colt and gelding pace in the
Breeders Crown Series taking place
at Garden State Park in Cherry Hili,
New Jersey on Friday, Nov. 29th. As

By CARL METCALF

if Nihilator wasn’t a sure enough
bet, add in Pershing Square,
Chairmanofthe board, and Dragon’s
Lair. All are owned in part by Lou
Guida, known as the “ super
syndicator” of standardbreds. The
fearsome foursome will be battling
for year-end bragging rights,
preceeding the fight for their
breeding rights. Nihilator has been
syndicated for $19.2 million dollars
and owns the distinction of being the
only horse ever to race in under 1:50,
an overnight event which took place
on Hambletonian Day, when the son
of Niatross paced in 1:49 3/5, a
world’s record. The remaining 3/4 oA)
the Guida entry are no slouches,
either. Pershing Square has won the
Battle
of
Brandywine,
The
Messenger
at
Roosevelt,
an
elimination of the Meadowlands
Pace, and has career earnings of
some $500,000. Chairmanoftheboard
won the Slutsky at Monticello and
the Cane Pace at Yonkers. Dragon’s
Lair recently set an all-age track
record at Liberty Bell, pacing in 1:54
3/5 in a Sire Stakes contest. The rest
of the field to be assembled for the
Breeders Crown win all bring solid
credentials
into
the
contest.
Dignitarian,
Staff
Director,
Handsome Sum, Maurader, and
Anxious Robby are pacers whose
track
records
are
envious.
Williamsburg One, owned by Tom
Gonsalves of Chelmsford and
campaigned during the summer
here at Foxboro by Peter Blood, is
staked to the “ Crown,” but is a
doubtful starter.
The race will be shown live, as it
happens at Garden State, on Friday
night, November 29. Post time is
slated for 11:10 EST. Wagering at
Foxboro will be offered on the
Breeders Crown, in addition to 11 on
site contests.

Smith To Tufts
AUGUSTA (UPI)— Agriculture
“ Stew Smith has been an out
Commissioner Stewart Smith has standing, dynamic and valuable
announced that he will leave his job commissioner,” Brennan said. “ His
to accept a professorship at Tufts contributions to this administration,
University, Medford, Mass.
his department and the agriculture
Smith, who has been the state’s interests throughout Maine are
agriculture commissioner for more significant and long-lasting.”
than six years, said the job offer was Smith, a former potato farmer
too good to ignore.
from Aroostook County, had served
“ This was an opportunity that I in Washington as associate ad
simply couldn’t pass up,” Smith said ministrator
of
the
federal
in his letter of resignation to Gov. Agricultural
Stabilization
and
Joseph E. Brennan.
Conservation Service before coming
At Tufts, Smith will become the to work for Brennan.
Henry
Luce
Professor
in Smith was responsible for a
Agricultural Production and Society number of reforms and new
at Tuft’s School of Nutrition.
programs within the Department of
“ This position is an exciting one Agriculture, and he directed a
and fits my career objective almost reorganization of the department
totally,” he told Brennan. “ It allows during his tenure.
me the freedom to develop a new Smith, who is 49, will resign ef
course of study in the societal im fective Nov. 16.
plications of agricultural produc The resignation was the second
tion.”
this week involving a Brennan
Brennan said Smith had been a cabinet member. Tuesday, Lottery
good commissioner whose con Commissioner Richard J. “ Spike”
tributions to agriculture in Maine Carey resigned, citing personal
would last for many years.
reasons.
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Personality Profile: Wally Cryan
By CARL METCALF
•J
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Wally Cry an sits nightly in his remembers learning the rudiments
booth in the judge’s stand, as he has of harness race calling. “ I went up to
for 24 years. The voice comes out Hinsdale Raceway to see old Cy
smoothly, stylized and with just the Perkins. I taped races 2 or 3 times.
proper element of excitement and Finally, he said, “ You know how to
drama. At night Wally Cry an is a do this, just go out and develop your
professional harness race caller at own style.”
Foxboro Raceway, sorting out the
A race caller performs a key
field, picking up the moves, calling function. Race people are accute
the shots around the mile. During judges of announcers, and they will
the daytime hours, Cryan is the tell you that Wally Cryan is one of
news anchor and managing editor on the best, and perhaps not as widely
Channel 12, Providence.
known in the trade as he deserves to
There’s a chance Wally Cryan be. The ability of a track announcer
may be calling it quits soon at to pick up the names of the horses
foxb oro. The station needs him for and their position on the move is the
the 11 o’clock news during the skill that intrigues most people.
critical month of November. He Bettors can spot the leaders and
packs a rating punch around trailers. Cryan must cover the entire
Providence and they want him for field. “ I use any way I can find,”
the key spot. “ I may quit this job reveals the gray-haired, goodjust for 5 or 6 weeks, but who looking Irishman with the smooth
knows? I may be back.” He sounds TV anchor manner. “ I use saddle
like a man who doesn’t really want cloths, head numbers, colors, the
to leave the job. Cryan’s audience horse itself, I don’t memorize hor
can see and hear him on Channel 12. ses. Then you can miss when a head
At Foxboro he just becomes a voice number, for example, is covered up.
from on high, the track’s link to the And when you memorize you have to
people below, explaining the driver erase each race from your mind. I
changes, the movement on the track have never called a wrong horse, at
and tote board. He is the nerve the wire that I can recall, though I
center, the communicator, the of may have made other wrong calls
ficial voice.
during the race. There is more
Cryan has been in the Foxboro chance of making a mistake at the
booth virtually every racing night wire if you have memorized the field
for almost a quarter-century. “ I and another name pops into your
wake up some nights and I have mind.”
been calling races in my sleep,” he
Varying the call, avoiding the
smiles. Cryan figured out the ap exact repetition of the horses and
proximate number of races he has the same calling routine is a trick
called several years ago. He no Cryan has used throughout the
longer bothers. Safe to say he had years. “ I try not to call a race the
the routine down pat. It wasn’t same way every time. Sometimes I
always so simple. Cryan recalls an may run down the entire field, but
old general manager who had a use different order. Anything to get
phone connected on the wall right a little variety.” Cryan naturally
behind Cryan’s chair. It was a hot has seen a lot of good harness horses
line phone. Answering it fast was a at Foxboro’s 5/8 oval. The track
complusory part of the job. “ I used opened in 1948 and in Wally’s early
to have to page doctors and tell days was in it’s hey-day on the
people to shut off their car lights in Atlantic Seaboard Circuit, with
those days,” he laughs. “ Once I was Rockingham, Suffolk Downs and
up at Rockingham in the booth with Rosecroft. “ We had a time trial with
Babe Rubenstein, who was a famous Adios Butler, who went in 1:56. That
New England race caller, and he was like a 4 minute mile. There
had to have the booth shut,” Cryan weren’t that many times under 2
recalls. “ It’s about a 40 minute drive minutes in those days. Rambling
here after doing the 6:30 news,” Willy was a great horse. Lord Roger
Wally explains. It was a nightly race was a big local favorite. “ When
against time and for some people it those sub 2 minutes came in, those
would have left a lot of nerves incredible times, you had a feeling
jangling. Not Cryan. “ I can relax this thing was changing.” Cryan
driving. Just get the right radio spoke softly about the business,
station.”
sitting with his microphone and
Cryan, originally from Lowell, binoculars ready, during a lull
also lived in Cambridge, so he has a between the races. “ There has been
solid Greater Boston-Providence a big change since the early 60’s
background and knows the people when the racks ran without com
who come to Foxboro and what they peting with each other and before we
like. Cryan learned his trade on had state lotteries and the big
radio, starting back at Boston competition for the dollar. “ I would
University, doing sports when Harry hate to see anything happen to
Agganis, the Golden Greek, who was harness racing. There is so much
a byword in football and baseball. more to it than any other kinds of
* After college, Cryan went to signal racing. These horse are trained.
school at Fort Monmouth and served They are top animals, great com
a year and a half as an announcer on petitors. I would hate to see this
American Sports Network in Ger sport go, because you won’t be able
many. Later, he worked on stations to bring it back.” Foxboro Raceway
in Medford and Providence, even Management hopes that Cryan will
tually landing on TV-12. Wally be back on the job soon.
*★ ★ ★ *★ *★ ★ ***★
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

F or involved representation
AUDREY G ERRY

for M.H.H.A. Director

Jack Ginnetti (left) President of the New England Harness Writers reads
citations from the Massachusetts House & Senate at the induction of Jack Hogan
and Bert Beckwith to the Hall of Fame recently at Foxboro Raceway.
* ★ ★ * * * * * * ★ ★
* * ★ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

COMPLETE DISPERSAL
Preston Fancy — 1984 Filly: Jovial Fella/Frisco Twinkle.
Mass, eligible.
Land Baron — Big 2 year old colt: Jovial Fella l:57/D onna
Me 2:05 by Chipmans Heel. Mass eligible.
Willie Dress — 3 year old stallion: Full Dress l:58m /F risco
Twinkle.___________________________________________________

All healthy, shots and worm ing up to date. No
tim e, none broke. F or quick sale: $3,000.00
takes all. Equipm ent may be purchased upon
sale of horses.
Please call 203-889-7006 after 6:00 p.m .
*★ *★ ★ ★ *★ *★ ★ ★ ★ ★ *★ *■*★ ★ *★ ★ **★ *★ ★ ***

MASSACHUSETTS
BREEDERS AND OWNERS
ASSOCIATION
c/o Bette Chapin
Wllson Street
Spencer, MA 01562
(617) 885-5014
Dear Horseman:
The M.S.B.O.A. will hold its 13th Annual Banquet and Awards Night on Friday,
December 6, 1985 at Foxboro Raceway. A cocktail hour will be held from 5-6 p.m.
in the Sires and Dams Room, followed by our program and awards presentation until
7 p.m. Dinner will be served in the Winner’s Circle Room. Reservations must be
received by Friday, November 29. If you have any questions, call Bette Chapin any
time after 4 p.m.
Please invite your family and friends as we would like this event as well attended
as possible. Thank you for your support.
Sincerely,
Bette Chapin, Treasurer

BANQUET RESERVATION FORM
M.S.B.O.A.
i Please reserve
' Please reserve -

tickets to) $15 (Baked Serod)
tickets

@

$15 (Roast Sirloin)
Total F.nHnspd-

Name:
Street:

ANNUAL MEETING - JAN. 18th - AUGUSTA, ME.
“A know ledgeable background is essential for solving the
problem s facing the industry in M aine. ”
★ ★ *★ ★ ★ ***★ ★

* ' * ' * * * * * dr * *
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I City:
Telephone No.

State:
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Zip:
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N.E.S.C. Results

With $39,000 on the line for the
three divisions the best young New
England bred three year old trotters
and pacers shipped to Lewiston
Raceway October 26th and 27th to
contest the second annual New
England Sulky Championships.
The event is unique in racing. It
combines regional strength yet
promotes
local
Sire
Stakes
programs. In order to race in the
New England Sulky Championship a
colt must have nominated, sustained
and raced in his own Sire Stake
program.
The
afternoon
presented
showdown opportunities for the state
stakes programs as well as top
earning opportunities for the eligible
colts.
a In the trot division the Loring
Norton trained entry of Hurricane
Mike and Hurricane Peach settled
for second and third respectively as
Hurricane Peach, a $20,000 winner in
the Maine stakes jumped in the third
turn. On the lead in the final half,
and drawing clear down the lane
Scarlatti capably driven by Eddie Gilman nips Farbro Surf at the wire in the was Christopher John a son of
Cadwallender, owner by Joseph and
New England Sulky Championship at Lewiston Raceway.

Mass Stakes Review

by K.C. Johnson

The Massachusetts Sires’ Stakes fast-closing second to Bay State
concluded another successful season Kate. Then, in the finals, by luck of
at Foxboro Raceway on Friday, the draw, Raffle Ticket was placed
October 11, with the finals for the in the open division (and therefore
three-year-old entrants. Looking had to compete against Farbro Surf)
back, 1985 was a season with very while Bay State Kate was winning
few surprises, as those horses ex the fillies’ final. Nonetheless, Raffle
pected to do well generally did not Ticket managed nearly $15,000 in
disappoint through to the finals, all winnings for 1985. Several other
of which were won by the favorite.
fillies raced well in this competitive
As was the case last year with division. These included American
Gary Mosher’s Richelieu Charter, Wave, who came on late to capture a
the three-year-old colts were again Foxboro leg, Swift Carol Ann (Swift
the top division in 1985. Dominating Andy-Fine Queen), who shipped
the division was Farbro Surf down from Scarborough to take the
(American Shadow-J.R.’s Shirley), Spencer leg, and Sis B. Babe, who
driven by Bert Beckwith for owners was competitive throughout the year
Roger and Barrie Farrar of while notching three victories and
Wrentham. Entered in just six MSS six
second-place
finishes
for
events (all at Foxboro), Farbro Surf members of the Eight Jays Stable.
triumphed in all six, usually by huge
Two entries controlled the threemargins. For the season (a total of year-old trotting division of 1985:
nineteen starts) Farbro Surf earned Christopher John (Cadwallendersome $48,597 including the winner’s Pearlie H.Magic) and Burbanker
share of the $24,075 final, which was (Overland HanoverBurbank Lass),
delayed for one week due to the in a season very similar to their twopresence of Hurricans Gloria on the year-old campaigns. As in 1984,
New England coastline. Outside of Burbanker got off to a fast start,
Farbro Surf, few of the three-year- winning four legs by the end of
old colts excelled. Other winners August including one in a lifetime
included Sharp Lee Thunder, who best of 2:09.4 at Foxboro. However,
got sharp late in the year to win at when autumn arrived, Christopher
Spencer and Greenfield, Win Brindy John again assumed a position of
Win (Brazil-Wynn’s Bonnie May), supremacy, ripping off a five-race
whose most impressive mile was a winning streak to conclude the
five-length win at Greenfield, and campaign, including a victory in the
Annie’s Arnie (Good Knight Star- $21,200 final event. For the year,
Swift River Kathy), who was strong Christopher John earned $36,230,
early in the season at the Leverett raising his lifetime purses to $50,887,
Fairgrounds.
while Burbanker’s winnings topped
The top three-year-old filiy for the $15,000 mark. The other winner
1985 was Bay State Kate (American in the group was Miss Krista, driven
Shadow-Mountain Georgia), whose by John B. Wheeler.
regular teamster was Kim Ireland
It is currently unclear whether a
for the partnership of D’Entremont member of this year’s two-year-old
and Gillis of Massachusetts. Bay class will come to dominate the
State Kate too generally raced ex Stakes in 1986 in the manner Farbro
clusively in the Foxboro legs, Surf and Richelieu Charter have in
sweeping the last three races in the past two years, since this
cluding the final by a narrow season’s class of two-year-old
margin. For the year, Bay State pacers were among the most
Kate garnered some $19,410 in balanced in MSS history. Among the
earnings. Certainly on comparable best were Sara’s Willow (with a
terms to Bay State Kate was Raffle mark of 2:03.1), Ensign Sharlu
Ticket (Maxie Hanover-Shadydale (2:07.1), Angela’s Ben (2:02.2),
Hostess), who had her share of hard Larceny (2:03.2), and Dr. Bowens
luck throughout the year. After (2:02.1). All five have the potential
winning the first Foxboro leg, Raffle to be fine three-year-olds in 1986, and
Ticket was impeded twice in her perhaps, if the conditions are right,
next start and could manage only a pace a sub-2:00 mile.

by Anthony J. Aliberti

John DiStefano of Greenfield Mass.
The Massachusetts bred colt trotted
the mile in 2:09.4.
The filly division fell to Bay State
Kate, yet another Mass-bred horse.
Kim Ireland drove the daughter of
American Shadow and the top
Columbia George mare Mountain
Georgia to her fourth consecutive
win,
easily overpowering
the
division down the lane. The mile was
timed in 2:04.3 with the last half
clocked in 1:01.3. Don Dumont trains
the filly owned by J.D. D’Entremont
Jr., and Donald and Richard Gillis.
In the flagship colt division^
Scarlatti, a son of Coral Ridged
overcame a post position handicap
to nail Farbro Surf, Trusty Wise
Guy, and Riv-Lea Roma down the
lane for the win, timed in 2:01. The
New Hampshire bred horse is owned
by Dr. Robert King Milkey from
Granby Conn.. It was his eighth win
in twenty starts and third con
secutive stakes score.
Bob Ferland, executive director of
the New England Sulky cham
pionship reports breeding are up and
hopes for a series worth $50,000 next
year.

Maine Stakes Results

by Anthony J. Aliberti

Lewiston Raceway hosted the second. While Hurricane Peach
finals of the Maine Stakes on Sunday moved in the final 50 yards winning
October 13. In places the mud in the for Loring Norton, completing a trot
winner’s circle was six inches deep, sweep for Watchful, her sire.
drizzle persevered through the af Champagne Rain was a head short
ternoon, but adverse weather could in the photo. The wins by Hurricane
not diminish the spirits of the Peach and Trusty Wise Guy were
celebrants, fans, owners and friends virtual replays of races contested all
of owners of stake colts. The purses season.
for the Maine Stakes were the
Among the two year old colt
highest in the history of the series, pacers Maine Starskipper, and
more than was $398,000 distributed Linmar Willie battled down the lane
in the thirteen week series, with for recognition as top sons of Skipper
$87,000 reserved for the finals, Knox. Maine Starskipper, driven by
carded in six divisions grouped by Don Richards finished a neck the
best, while Mike Graffam moved
age, sex and gait.
On the track the equine stars came Romie’s Trudy with confidence to
through like Reggie Jackson in make the best of a good trip and
October. In division after division overhaul the three year old filly
the heavy hitters logged through the pacers in 2:08.2. Tannie Jean was
mud and proved their mettle. The second.
Leigh Fitch driven Sweet Rosie O The series presented the best of
met every challenge and drew clear Maine racing, and currently enjoys
from the juvenile trotters down the support from every segment of the
lane in 2:13, Avon Abe finished industry, from the string of racing
second. Doug Mitchell did the same fairs to the Maine Harness Hor
with Honey’s Best, a two year old seman’s Association, the Race
pacing filly, four lengths to the good Commission, fans and of course
at the wire in 2:10.0 over Chinbro breeders and owners of stakes colts
Knox Lori. Each filly holds state themselves. The Maine Stakes^ has
records for age, sex and gait, and come of age.
the finals of the Maine Stakes
Before the afternoon was finished
allowed them to affirm their class.
Skipper Knox, whose colts earned
Among the three year olds, Trusty more than $70,000 and won twenty
Wise Guy, with trainer Dude three heats was honored as the
Goodblood in the bike, beat the three pacing sire of the year, while Watch
year old colt pacers in 2:06.3 after a ful with trot colts earning $43,000
tough trip. Gaelic Admiral was easily topped the trot sires.
STARES SUNDAY
TWO YEAR OLDS
THREE YEAR OLDS
COLTS $13,156 2:09.0
COLTS $15,370 2:06.3
1. MAINE
STARSKIPPER
1. TRUSTY WISE GUY
D. Richards
D. Goodblood
2. Linmar Willie
2. Gaelic Admiral
3. B.B.’s Heritage
3. Romie’s Pet
4. B.J. Knox
4. Trusty Potentate
5. P.B.’s Pilot
5. Gaelic Vision
FILLIES $12,383 2:10.0
FILLIES $17,883 2:08.2
1. HONEY’S BEST-D. Mitchell
1. ROMIE‘S TRUDY-M. Graffam
2. Chinbro Knox Lori
2. Tannie Jean
3. Jolo Linda
3dh Hollyhock Emerald
4. Stephanie Direct
3dh Swanzey Holly
5. Gaelic Vamp
5. Amber Pace
TROTTERS $16,167 2:09.3
TROTTERS $12,284 2:13.0
1. HURRICANE PEACH-L. Norton
1. SWEET ROSIE O-L. Fitch
2. Champagne Rain
2. Avon Abe
3. Hurricane Mike
3. Knotch Hill Sis
4. Oak Ridge Terrie
4. Chinbro Knox B re n ///.
5. Never Get Rich
5* Flora Ridgecrest
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Important Notice
Stallion Registration Due Jan. 1, 1986
If Your Stallion Is Registered With The New
Hampshire, Maine, Verm ont Or Mass Sire
Stakes Program You Owe It To Y our Customers
To Register Your Stallion With The New
England Sulky Championship. Our Program Is
Getting Bigger And Better With Each Year.

D on’t Lose Out On A Breeding Because You
Failed To Register Y our Stallion With Us.
R em em ber The Mare Must Also Be Registered
With The New England Sulky Championship
The Year Of Breeding To Make The Foals
Eligible.

The Follow ing Is A List Of Our Supporters. Let Us Add Y our Name To This List in 1986.
Chamberlin Farm
A&E Bridge Farm
Hosley Farms
Triple P. Farm
Signal Hill Farm
Jackie Brown Farm
Ed Stone
Salisbury Standardbreds
Whetstone Farm
Mac's Happy Acres
Faucher Farm
G. Clark
Burton Ingeson
Riverslea Stud

Young Meadow Farm
Brush Hill Stable
Meadowbrook Farm
J. Richard Colby
Ali Marie
J. Wanczyk
Lavish Acres
Norton Farm
Barry Howell
Somerset Standardbreds
Don Richards
Woodbury Farm
Bragdon Farm
Fernald Stock Farm
Dragon Breath’s Stable

Louis Marcou
Carolyn Vorisek
Lupo Farms
DiStefano Farm
Walnut Hill Farm
Sawmill Stud
Lunar Farm
Sharlu Farm
Bay Stake Stud
L&S Farm
Cochran Farm
Sharp Lee Farm
Sea Horse Farm
Greenwood Farms
Kokernak Farm

Cead Mile Failte
Ridgecrest Farm
Dupuis Farm
Hand Over Farm
Chow Stable
Oak Ridge Farm
G. MacKenzie Farm
Chet Emerson
Race Me Stable
G. Goodblood Farm
Hall Stable
J. Rancourt
Cindy Lewis
Rockhaven Farm

NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
STALLION REGISTRATION
Jan. 1, 1986 (Fee $50.00)
SIRE & DAM

STALLION

WHERE STANDING

1.
Z.

3.
4.
Name-Address-Phone

Make Checks Payable To:

. Robert Ferland (N.E.SLC.) Box 799* Berwick, Me. 0390T
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....Tops ’Em All!
We Would Like To Share A View O f The N ew Paddock With You!

Within This Area The Following Accommodations Are Being Planned For Patrons, Horsemen, Racing Stock and Officials:
• Paddock Space For Ten Races
• Men’s & Women’s Locker Rooms With Showers
(Future Expansion calls for Saunas,
Whirlpools and Workout Room)
• Drivers Lounge Overlooking The
Top Of The Stretch
• Modern concession area
• Office For Paddock Judge
• Office For Veterinarian
• Color T.V. Monitors Strategically Located

• Numbers Room
• Glassed in Elevated Viewing Area (40 Ft.)
in Grandstand for Patrons to Observe
Race Preparations Within Paddock
• Total Area Completely Ventilated to
Alleviate Moisture and Odor
• Building Totally Winterized Throughout
• Hot and Cold Water Conveniently
Located Throughout
• Ample Parking Area For Vehicles & Trailers

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
W e're Looking Forward To

